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Holland City News.
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Omni

She goUaud

(Kitjj ^ews.
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General Dealers, in Dry
Goods, Groceries. Crockery. Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River *t.

PUBLIBHBD BVBBT SATURDAY AT

'

OPFICK: VAN LANDfiGEND’SBLOCK.

OTTO

H„ Livory and Hale Stable. Office
andbarn on Markot street. EverythingSrst-

JHUUor and Publivur.

•treot,
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r,Fton..
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Wood,
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(or ilrsl maertion, and 25 cent* for each aub«equont Insertion for any period under three

months.
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Tierce, *‘

kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
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all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
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Leave

Holland,

Holland,
I 2 00 a. ID.

11.55 a.m.
9.20 p.m.

j 5.15 “
3.30 p. m.

Trains.

“
“
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“
“ “
“
&
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“ “ *

Grand Rapids.

ALSU, H., Notary Pnbllc, Conveyancer,
TY and insurance Agent. Office,dig Drug

117

Store,

8
10
6
5

The

&

Big Rapids. *10.25

10.55 “

l 9.25 p.

New Buffalo
Chicago. I
}

*0.10

m.

And
So

r EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
1.50 a.m. 12.15 V
5.10
* 10 45 a.m. XX corner Eleventh and River street opposite
public square.
3.25 p. m. | 9.35 “
5.55
Y EDEBOER, F, 8., Physicianand Suigesn;

“

1J

office at residence,on Eighth street, near ChL
* Mixed trains,
A M. L. S. R. K. crossing.
t Dally except Bandar and Monday,
t Daily except Batorday.
VfC CULLOCH THOS., Physician, Surgeon and
| Mondays only.
Accoucuer. Office, Van Patten's Drugstore,
All other trainsdally except Sundays.
Holland, Michigan.
All trainson this road, will be run by Chicago
time which Is
minute* later than Colnmbu* OCHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnysictan. Office at the
time.
First Ward Drug Store, bth Street.

W

0

Omni

Sim

Taken Effect, Sunday,
Octal Horth.
No. 4.. No.*,
p. in, p. m.
7 50 1**0
7 1U 11 47

II IGOINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,
Uallery opposite this office.

XX

Dec. 8, 1878.

Badilsn.

otag South,
No.
o. 3. No. 1,
p. m.
s. m.

STATIONS.
Muskegon,
Perrysburg,
Grand Haven,
Pigeon,
Holland,

7 HO 11 4*
6 15 11 1*
5 35 10 44
4 55 10 *5
8 45 » 85

Pkrisgnphir.

Real

Rail

\7AUPKLL,U.,

V

7 00

I *0
* 58
8 57

Manufacturerof and dealer in

Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

7 58
8 40
9 60

10 cents

for a specimen copy and Premium-List. Subscribe now, and get last number sf this year FREE.
L.

SHOREY,

Know.

ly, as described in the above letter, Is

very

advantageous. We know, by experience;

our

cast

fetters off in

find release at last

that the climate of the coast of the Caro-

lines Is more comfortableand salubrious
God’s during the hot summer nights than here in

Michigan,and nobnby wilt doubt the adfrom sorrow vantage of its short winters.

8oai Truth

find our childhood’scalm, de-

licious dawn again.

A
little ones, that

look with smiling grace,

Without a shade

of

doubt or fear Into the

Future’s face

l

happy chorus,

Sing, sing in

very few words will sometimes pack

small hs a nutshell. An

example comes

moment by

the cable. Last

tell

That death is

Berlin.

Some one who bad

perhaps

been condoling with Prince Bismarck on

life,

am! God

Is good, and

all things shall be well;

In

tbe

week a Parliamentaryreceptionwu held
with joyfu
at

voices

NutihaU.

in a

the gist of a vast subject into a space a*

to us at

warmth and

light and

tbe defeat of his Dlclpllnebill spoke to

man about European armies.
“The Chancellorsaid that partial disarmathe great

bitter days shall cease

peace,—

wu

ment

yon are suffering with a severe cough, That Winter yields to Spring,—
cold, asthma, bronchitis,consumption,
Sing, little children, sing
loss of voice, tickling in the th.*oat, or any
Celia Theater; St, Nicholasfor April.
affection of the throat or lungs, we kpow
that Dr. King's New Discovery will give
The Sunny South.
you immediate relief. We know of hun
dreds of cases, it has completelv cured,
Below we give a letter written by three
and that where all other medicines had
Hollanders
who were induced to go to
failed. No other remedy can show one
North
Carolina,
to settle on lands, which
half as many permanent cures. Now to
give you satisfactory proof that Dr. King’s were offered on very favorable terms, by a
ID cure you of Asthma,
New Discovery wil
party of rich Southerners. The story they
Bronchitis,Hay Fever, Consumption,
severe Coughs, aud Colds, Hoarseness, or relate sounds true aud natural by our so
any Throat or Lung disease, if you will diers who were stationed there during the
call at Heber Walsh’s Drug Store. Hoi
late war. The letter speaks for itself
laud, Michigan, you can get a trial bottle
Editor Nkwbbrnian.— Knowing that a
for ten cents, or a regular size bottle for
great number of Hollanders in Illinois,
$1.00.
If

:

Impoeeible. Germany, at

least,

could not begin. Unfortunately,she bad

i

A Remarkable Result*

ever started,will far eclipse any

If

and from pain,

may we

That

Facts that we

1879.

Western colony In popularity. The local-

eternal Spring.

So may we

86 Bromfield Street. Boston, Mass.

Eighth street.

743

8*0
858

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED. Send
JOHN

H. L. Surgeonsand Physicians.Offlcsat
hit residence,Overysel,Mich.

XX

you bring

as the earth her shroud of snow from

may we

IS

THE NURSERY,

A SH,

“

lilies white

19,

don’t doubt for a moment, that this

colony,

blossoming;

So

A MONTHLY MACAlfMS FOB TOVM013T XIASIBS.

A NNIS, T. £., Physician;residence, opposite
iV 8. W. cor. Public Square.

5.25 a. m.
3.85 p. m.

a. tn.

Hth street.

Havelock, N. O., March

I

In the Joyous Easter morning for hope tre

8

.............

PhTiietaii

Muskegon, Pent water

swing

aln of the Spring;

[We

1879. Price Reduced, $1.50

Real Estate and Intsrancs
Agtat, Notary Public and Oonveyanosr; Collection*Bade la Holland and vlclnlur.

Anise at

warm

3

POST, HENRY D.,

1879.

1,

the golden catkins

Sweet are your eyes, O

four? Fikliei

ever} prospect, will be the case.

Garbl C. Mulder.
All* K. Vine.
Albert A. Buurman.

Sing, children, sing I

10th and River atreeU.

Taken Effect, Wednesday Jan.

meadows softly the brooks be-

off her breast doth fling,

\17ILM8, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and Turkeys. “ ............
vv Iron and Wood combinationPump*. Cor- Chickens, dressed per lb.

Chicago A Wert Michigan &. &.

glit-

bers will be largely Increased, as there Is

Bing, littlechildren, sing

220

“

Tallow, per

$oafo.

14
18

*

1

iftil

a

S0«

till the

I

the crocus In the garden lifts its

In the

Q

Wheat, whit# bushsl ........new
Corn,sh*lle4V bushsl.

V

cheap. Game Is also plentiful In the season; deers range the woods and wild
ducks, geese sod swan, are found in the
ponds and streams. In short we are more
than pleased and have already begun work
n earnest, hoping that by Fall, oar num-

gin to run;

#100 And

drain, Pood, Etc.

H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, Oats, V bushel .......
)i Column ...
and Smoked Meau and Vegeubles;paper Buckwheat,V bushsl.
*• ...
•
e* ###• •
Brsu, V ton *#*•*•••<
...
and twine; 8th street.
...
Feed. $ ton...
YeaHy adrertlaer* hare th* privilege of three
V 100 ft,
Muufaotorlsi, MUli, fihopL Heehangea.
Barley, f) 100 ft....
LfEALD,
R.K..
Manufacturer
of
and
Dealer
In
Business Card* in CUj Dlrwlory,not ever three
Middling, 9 100 ft.
Li Agricultural Implements ; commission agent Flour, 9 100 ft.
line*, $2.00 per annum.
for Mowing Machines’ cor. 10th A River street.
Pear] Barley, 9 1*0 ft ..........
Notice* of Births, Marriage*, and Deaths publlshed wbuout charge for subscribers.
Moats, Etc.
DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
An I before the Subscriber'sname will donote
of Ptegger Mills: (Steam Saw and Flour Beef, drtMei par ft .......
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sig- MUta.) near foot of 8th strset.
Pork, *• •• .......
nify that.no paper will be continuedafter date.
Lard, ..................
All advertising bills collectablequarterly. irERBBBK, H.W..A CO., Proprietors of the Smoked Meat .............
Phoenix Planing Mill. All hinds of buildHam .............
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Shoulders .......
10 UO
17 00
25 00

both soft and hard, are abundant and

bright face to the son,
in the

fifty-six va-

in North Carolina waters.

Fine oysters, clams, eftallope aud crabs,

Along the eaves the Icicles no longer

And

in

rieties of fish

with the sweet tidings

frosty echoes ting

m.

..

1 Square ...

are Informed that there are

tering cling;

(

ISUTKAUA VAN ZOKKKN, New Meat Mar13 ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All

Spring;

Winter wild has taken wing.

ti.

C., Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of
Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
*-!y

while and goggle-eyedperch; In fact, we

Etc,

beach, dry...

nOONE,

pickerel, catflsb, eels, robblns, chubs,

’

Sing, children, ilngt

Fill the air

“
*’

Mist Marks

IQS PBIXTIMQ rKOXFTLY AND NEATLY DONS.

SUyn,

king.

Sing, Utile children, sing I

Sfi

*

%1,50 per year if paid in advance; %1.76 if
I'vIJKBMA J. ft 0. Wagon and Blacksmith
paid at three months, and tol.00 if
\J Shop. Horse^hoelnasndsllkinds ofrepalrpaid at six months. ing done. Eighth Streetslew doors west af River.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

S

hy!

it

Sing the happy, happy tumult of the slow-

85
40

Wagoaastai ud BUokiaUbi.

fresh water yields shad, rock sturgeon,

Sing that life and joy are waking and that

Death no more

dozen Yarietlee of sea perch; while the

a

the lily cenuera awing;

ly brightening

Dally Stage Line to baugatuck, 9th

near Market.

Terms of Sabscription:

80
1 1*
18
16
10

<4
(0
l fe

VTTBBELINK,J. U„ LlvirTfid 8*le Btable;
Office of

85^

j

372.

herring, blue flab, dram, flounder, spots,

EuUr.

Bing, children, sing!

dass \
IN

of

NO.

mackerel hogflsh, pinflsb, trout and half

And

V bu
bushel..

nUONE

13

DOESBURG,

J.

A Seng

Produce, Etc.

Llv#rytnd 8il# Btytlll.

mmi

-

WHOLE

1879.

5,

(But parhrts.

V

EWSP APSE,

am cur,

Sedan.

SATURDAY, APRIL

TAN PUTTEN G„

I

A WfiEKLY

MICH.,

to

show

front in four differentdirections,

and could trust none of her neighbors.”
This declaration, which would scarcely
have got into print unleu tbe publicity

wu

desired, means a great deal. It

that Europe

is

means

to be subjected for an

in-

definitetime to the crushing burden of en-

ormous armies. It meant, consequently
that those armies will set

u

so

many pow-

erful levers to urge forward both emigration and capital to coontriee where enorm-

ous armies are not. It means,

finally,

that tbe guardians of existingdynasties

expect them to stand or fall with the huge
Michigan, Indiana and Wisconsin will be military forces that are now deemed inanxious to hear

from

us,

and

learn

what

Tokaoeo a&i Oigsr*.

dispensable to their proteetton.This state

North Carolina, we

ofthlmtihuanImportant bearing upon
no differencehow many Phyaddress
a
letter
to
you
as
the
shortest
way
the immediate future of the Urdted States.
X
how much medicine you have
11 45
Allegan,
tried, it is now an establishedfact that of reaching the largest number of those Men and money will infalliblyflow from
Wstoku ul Jswslry.
FRED. H. MAY, Manafftr.
German Syrup to the only remedy which who are Interested in us. We left Chicago
E. C. Lbayinwobtu,Gen' l Freight Agent.
countriu where great armies, ere permaf
08L1N
A
BKB
YUAN, Watchmakers, Jeweler*, has given complete satisfactionin severe
W. BAUMGAKTKL, Agsnt,
on
the
26th
of
February
and
arrived
in
nently maintained,into countries where
O
and
dealers
in
Fancy
Goods;
Corner
sf
MarHolland. Mich.
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there
’
Close connections made at Allegan with G. K. A ket and Eighth
are yet thousands of persons who are pre- Newbern on the 1st of March, being three there is no need for them. No clauof
disposed to Throat and Lung Affections, days on the way; we remained in New- our community bu a more shrewd percoo Ft. Wayne, ClereUud,Ac.. Ac.
Consumption, Hemorrhages, Asthma, Sebern a week, making acquaintancesand ception of this than the numerous nod
vere Colds settled on the Breast, Pneulooking
at our new home, where we set growing German businessclass that bu
monia, Whooping Cough. Ac., who have
X. 0. of 0. F.
tied ourselves on the 8th. The present found a home in New York. Tbe expecno
personal
knowledge
of
Boschee’s
Ger
pfftonj.
Holland 0 tty Lodge, No. HkMudspondent Order man Syrup. To such we would sav that
name of the place to Havelock ; It is situ- tations end predictions of some of the
of Odd Fellow*, bold* its regular meetings at Odd
50,000 dozen were sold last year without
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
Fillmore,

It makes
G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Clgars.Suutl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
sicians,or

rpK ROLLER,

love

4 17
5 18

are our impressions of

Street.

Attailfl.

TTOWARD, M.

one complaint. Consumptives try just one
bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Bold by

of each week
Visiting brothers arecordlaliy Invited.

D., Claim Agent, Atnirnoyand

W. Blox,

JLL Notary PabllcililYtirsireeL

N. G.

G. A. Konino. R. 8.

all

ated

on

the Atlantic A North Carolina most sagacious

and Murehead city, which

Druggistsin Amerlcs.

last Is the

term- amount!

inus of the Road at Beaufort harbor, one

\fC BRIDE, P. U., Attorneyand Counselor at
1YA Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11

In snswer to repeated Inquiries bv my of the best ports In tbe State, from which
River street.
A Rnoulab Communication of Unity Lodok, customers for a First-Class Felt iial, 1
vesselsof all sizes can sail direct to any
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
'DARKS; W. H. Attorney and Connceior at Law, Holland, Mich., on Wednesdayevening, April have purchased a stock of the finest hats part of tbe world. By ifieans of inland
in the market— the “ Stetson,” commonly
corner of River and eighth streets.
8), at 7 o'clock, sharp.
known as the Philadelphiahat. It is a creeks and rivers, we also have water
Otto Britxan, W. M.
T'EN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting O. B.Wynnb Sec's.
superb article, and are for sale at very low communications with Newbern and MoreTnirhUnitltsL*0*
*
b*11*
figures, at
head city, we being only about 18 miles
6—
D. BERTSCH.
from either place.
fcsktal U4 IxoUagt.

F. k A. K.

i

A

B

yAN

^IU1

If.

PCTTEN JACOB, Banking and

Col
lectlug, Draft* bought aud sold; Elgutu
vreei.

All

NOTICE.

G.

The nmlersigned,Dr. L.E Best, having
settledin the city of Grnnd Rapids, offers
total.
his services asa Physician, Burgeon and Accoucheur to the public at large, and
sonabte rate*. Harder shop next door to the City whereas he pays particular attentio* to
chronic diseases,and fine surgery, he haa
14-ly
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, In the
OorrUsIm Mtmkast.
City of Holland, bn Saturday of each week,
where he can be consulted during the
TkEACU BitO’S, CommissionMerchants, and day.
dealers lu Grain, Flour and Produce. HighL. E. BEST, M. D.
eat marxet
umtei price paid for wheat. Offlc* lu Brick
i
streets,Holland, Mien. .7
store cor, Eighth A rlsh
Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.

Hotel.
D

Now

fis&Uat.

that

we

are having changeable

bu

a wbad
D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence and of- weather, and almost everybody
flee on Elgutu street, opposite Vau Kaalte's cold” you will do well to remember the
Btos store.

/>K£,

VJ

irtoe of Mocaliiter’s Cough Mixture, the
8it|i Sid MsAtataii.

J^OE8BURG|J^O.,Dealer
•Ician'a

beet in the

in^Drugs and Modi-

prMcriptlon*carefully put up: Eighth *t.

IfBBNGB, D.

R.,

Drug Store. Flue Drugs, Med-

VANPUTTKN.Wr., Dealer in

v

Drags, Medl-

market for coughs, colds, aatb

ms, spitting of blood, influents, whooplog cough, and all diseases of the throat

and longs. Prepared by John P. Lee,
cor. Halstead and Harrisonstrs, Chicsgo,

ill. lelues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfamerie*. River street.
•nd

to

for sale al Schonteo

drugstore.

Price 00 cts.

A

kinds of Shingles for sale at

West veer’s

and $1. 80-flm

VAN PUTTEN A BON8.

One of the finest prepurationsfor the
Hair we ever got acquainted with 1s MLee’s

out, and

Af’EYER,

can

H. A OO.. Dealers lu all kinds of Fur- veer’s drug
nitnro,Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Cofflns,
Picture Frame*,etc. : River street.
86-6m

1H

__

i ________

_____ _

_____

......

^

be bad at Scbonteo A West-

store. Price only 50 cents.

_____ ...

immigration from

slgual

moment In

u

must prove of

tbe developmentof

American resources. Especially lu tbe
West end Southwest,this movement It is
thought will be
pear io a

felt; and the result will ap-

much

faster Increue of popula-

tion and ImprovementIn

thou

regions

than even tho most eangnloehave hitherto

As s matter of

fact tbe tide of travel

and

one of the owners of the lend of investmentsetting In tbe directions of

XimbltAMs.

From bis nephew Mr. R. P. Williams, Tbe money
who with

Hist

U

going Into the railroad

lovely wife to living on the bonds of that region Is largely from GerThe most wonderfuland marvelous suc- spot, we have also received much kindness
many and Holland, and tbe immigration
cess, in eases where persons are sick or
and assistance in getting eettled; Indeed from those countries to following its capipining sway from a condition of miserableness,that no one knows what ails them, we have met with nothing but kindness, tal. We are sorry for the overtaxed peo(profitablepatients for doctors,) is obtained and find everything told us by Mr. Mc- ple of Europe who have to support the
his

by the use of Hod Bitters. They begin to Lean, of tbe country and people jnst as be
cure from the first dose and keep it np
represented it. There are e great number
until perfect health and strength is restored. Whoever is afflicted In this way of colored people here, but they In no way
need not suffer,when they can get Hop interferewith any one, end from ell we
Bitters. Bee M Truths” and “Proverbs” can learn ere generally quiet end orderly.
in another colunm,
We were much surprised el tbe large
fields of peas we taw on our way from
Best, Safest, and Cheapest remedv
Newbern. Mr. J. L. Rhem bu over a
for all affectionsof the Bladder and Kinneya-auch as travel, diabetes, etc, -is hundred seres, end twenty acres in potathe Genuine Imported Harlem Oil. For toes, both of which are green and flourishsaleat J.O. Doesburg’sDrug store only.
ing. The location It exactly what we were
Price 25 cto. per boll
9— 18 w
led to expect, and the land even better then

Thr

ie.

The best Salve

In

the world for Cats,

Braises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt

wu

represented; there Is every variety and

quality from tbe rich black loam of tbe

Rheum, Tetter, gum bottom lands; tbe best

corn land tn

Hair Renewer.” It Is the best article to Chapped bands, Chilblains,Corns, ood ell tbe world, (and alio good for Jute nod
restorethe color and prevent the fulling kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve to lice) to tbe light eendy loam so excellent
FanRurt.

of capital end

Coutioentei Europe such

A fresh stock of Candy, jnst received of which Mr. McLeeu bos tbe control, who the West and Southwest is already strongL. T. KANTERB.
has been most kind and liberal tons. ly confirmatoryof whst to thus predicted.

Bucklinfs Arnica Salve*

eine«,Paint«,Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. VaxDnx Bano's Family Medicines; Eighth Bt.

to that

Until we can build for ourselves, we are Anticipated.

occupying some bouses belonging to Mr.

Amos Wade,

at

these gentlemen

of

Railroad about half way between Newbern this country to to receive In tbe near future

guitrrsnteed to give perfect satisfactionin
for early gardens.
every case or money refunded. Price 25
Fish are abundant and One; from tbe sea
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
and
found we get sheep’s bead, mullet,
Holland, Michigan.

.

great armies; but It Is

u

day follows night that

thou

certain

utbat

armies are

directly,and in a very subauntiai degree,

promotiveof

the

growth and prosperity of

tbe United States.— y. f. Bee. Poet.

Boston, Mass., July 28tb. 1878.

of “Spalding’sGlue. •’—From
a great suffererfrom
a torpid disease of tbe liver, my fatb r expended a large amount of money in trying to rid me of the complaint. Every
Inventor

childhood I have been

wu done that tbe ekill of allopathic
anl homeopathic physicians were acthing

quaintedwith. I gave up in despair. At
last I was advised to give “Peulfx Blood
Purifier” a trial. I did so, followed tbe
direct lone carefully sod after using three
bottles the disease left my system. Today I am ns sound u any one cojld wish.
Henry C. Spalding.
Sold hy T. E. Annls A Co , Drugginte
and Apothecaries,Holland, Mich.

BROOKS— BURLINGAME,

William & Abort, of Baltimore,Md. ; Ex-Con-

foliiM 4US

$

greoroian James K. Gibson,of Abingdon, Va. ;
Ex-Mayor W. H. G. Johnston, of Cinciimati,

ews, OhllTv
Ohio.
''

iW

p

party
revolutionary 'and
cratlo

Burned: The Belmont Oil Works, at tteOovMunMt
whip rOm have thrown
Philadelphia,lofs 1100,000. ThmCsfs Wad- ouroo
<

declaring it to bs utterly
to tho subversionof
up the gage of battle

a

Bemtnlaoenoes of One of the Most Exciting
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sent i:
sQovsi
States there

§000.

Visible supply of grain inJSe
and Canada: Wheat, 20,000,000 bush els; corn,

Campbell with »gard to
jxcitinf event in .Congress that
Colorado .............. .
d lately preceded the War of the ReConnecticut........... 46 North Carolina ....... n
bellion has been received by Mr. Rob- California ............ 41 South Carolina ........ u
ert O, Dormer, of this city, in response Mleeoazi .............. 42 Rhode Island ......... U
Texae .................87 Nevada ...............10
to a request for the particulars of the Kamee ................ 88 Louielana ............. 0
affair. Tho letter was not intended for Kentucky ............. 27 Arkamaa ..... ....... 8
Minnesota ......... L,i 27
» Florida.
..... 7
publication, but, in view of its historic
....... ... HWeet Virginia., ...... 7
value, Mr. D. has permitted us to put it — Washington
Cor. CincinnatiComin print:
mercial

at any
ordlnary way, and, if you offer these other
meaauree as separate measures, we will meet you
13.151.000bnahels; oats, 2,271,000 boshels;rye,
In the spirit of fair and fraternaldebate. But you
THE EAST.
1.239.000boshels; barley, 8,139,600 bushels.
htii not compel us; you shall not coerce us, even
to save this Government until the question has
Hadksbah Douglass, walking with a
determine
whether
gone to the eoverelgn to
---------, they
FOREIGN:
wiUcoaeentto break down any of its voluntary
i.
feqialo friend near paqphin, fa, was shot
A cable dispatch says the famine in powers, and on that ground we plant ourHlvee,"
dead by a man named Gavnor,. who then killed
fir. McMahon said it came with ill grace from
Upper Egypt causes terrible suffering.In any BepubUcan to say that the provisionwas
himself.
became It was put upon an appropriaA hotel at Claremont, N. H., was some villagesthe people, naked like wild Improper
Hamilton, Ohio, March 8, 18T9.
tionWH. ThwRepublicam themselves had P*"**
digtor roots. In one town women and tiouMH. Th* Republican*
Simya by fife Hit week. Bo quickly did beasts,
many measuresin the same way. It had never been R. O. Dormer. Esq.:
children fooght over scraps of bread. Tho in- considered revolutiooair,but, on the contrary,aa
Important to Farmers. }
Dkab Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of
the flames do their work that fire inmates land villagers are said to be starving like dogs.
I am the only living man who
thelatinet _____
In these days, when ft' business man,
were cut off from all escape and burned to
knows all abont the Brooke-Bnrlingame affair,
The King of Bnrmah has grown more
be he merchant, farmer, or aught else,
death.
about which yon make inquiry. * # *
peaceful and conciliatory, and is now reported
You are clearly in error in regard to the mat- sits down and deliberately counts the
Miss Sallie Hall, a blue-blooded willing to concede anything the British may de- infamom of all measureswhich putlt in tiie powet
ter. Itoocurrea in thoee stormy days, a quar- cost of running hia business or farm, inof Marshals and their deputies to corrupt the balBhode Island belle, and connectedwith some of
ter of a century ago. when knock-downs, the
mand.... It is admitted in London that the lot-boxand intimidate votsis.
suranoe is a very important item in his
the oldest and wealthiest families of that State, Russian candidate, the Prince of Battenburg,
Very little business was done by Congress drawing of bowie-kmves and pistols were not calculation, and naturally he asks himinfrequent
in
the
halls
of
Congress,
and
dnels
will
be
elected
to
the
throne
of
Bulgaria
by
tho
has scandalised her relativesby falling in love
on the 31st ult. The Home was not in session,
self, Where will I find a company offerand rumors of duels in Washington.
National Assembly now sittingat Tirnova.
with and marrying a street car driver.
and the Senate held a very brief session. Mr.
Senator Butler, of Bonth Carolina, was ing the best inducements, combined
The German Parliament, by a unani- Grover Introduced a bill, extendingthe time for Brooks’ unda He was a very aged man. tot.
'V I THE WEST.
with perfect security? ’• 1 ‘ *
mous vote, haa decided to confer upon tne Die constructionof the NorthernPacitlc railroad; tering over the grava He had been stricken
At Fort Soott, Kan., a few days ago,
Amongst the many annual reports
newly-ceded province of Alsace-Lorrainean Mr, Johmtpn introduced e bill to authorize tho Na- with paralysis,and trembled like an as[)on
a negro named Bill Howard, having been de- autonomous form of government
leaf. Sumner, in making a very aggressive made to insurance departments,in
tional Board of Health to investigateand report on
anti-slavery speech in the Senate, assailed But- compliance with law, by the various intected in a horrible crime, was taken from Jail
It is reported in London that an alli- the infectiousand contagious diseases of animals; ler and referred to bis weakness.Sumner was
and Mr. Windom offereda bill to repeal so much of
surance companies of our country, we
and hanged to a lamp-post After the body
ance against England is about to be formed be- the bill making appropriations for sundry dvil ex- thenn 45
45 years of age, fnlly six feet high, well
had hong some fifteen minutes the infuriated
would notice the twentiethannual statemob took it doWn and dragged it to the square, tween China and Bnrmah. t..M. Tenaillo de penses of the Governmentfor the year ending June proportioned,and a fine specimen of physical ment of the American Insurance ComMU, 1880, as authorizes the Secretary of War to re- development
di
’
Brooks,
the
nephew,
looked
for
in spite of the resistance and objectionof the Yaolabolle, tho French historian,is dead.
lease tho Moline Water-Works. Rock Island.111.
Sumner on the avenne to chastisehim. Fail- pany of Chicago, which shows a
more calm and peaceableportion of the crowd,
Gen. Grant has accepted an invitaAfter a brief diacuaaion,the Senate, on the ing to find him. he went to the Senate Chamber, degree of solvency and volume of
and literally ibasted and burned the remains
after the body had adjourned,and there, peat
tion from the King of Siam to visit that counlat Inat., passed the bill appropriating $800,000 to
in a fire of dry-goods boxes and ooal-oil, amid
Sumner over the head with a gutta-perchaoane business most highly gratifying and
try... .Advices from Brazil state that tho moroonatrttct a refrigeratingahip, to bo need in disindemonstrationsthat rivaled pandemonium.
tearfully. 1 arrived in the Chamber soou after, satisfactory.In the States of Illinois,
In the Home, Mr.
The large new Coart House of Lick- tality in that country from disease and famine fecting yellow-feverships.
washed the blood off Sumner, and brought him Missouri and Indiana, its cash receipts
continuesto be frightfully large.
Atkins reported the Legislative Appropriation to oonsciouBneas. I also requested the Burgeon
ing county,Ohio, at Newark, was partially defor premiums during, the year 1878 are
The disastrousopening of the Zulu bill, containing dames repealing and amending to eew up his scalp-wounda and take him to in excess of any other company doing
stroyed by fire list week.... The Cincinnati
hia boarding-house
sectionsof the Revised Statutes relatingto drawEnquirer publishes careful estimatesof the war causes great dhoontent in England. There ing jnroia,the jurors’ teat-oath, Deputy Marshall
The next day (being Chairman of the Ways businessin said States.
wheat and fruit crops from nearly every coun- is just enough fooling in the country in favor and bupenriaorsof Election. The debate on the and Means Committee) I offered a resolution
Of the twelve companiesreporting
ty in Ohio, Indianaand Kentucky, from which of peaoe to make unsuccessful wars very unArmy bill was resumed, end several fiery speeches for an investigation, and was appointed Chairto
the Illinois departmentwhose
it is indicatedthat the wheat crop will be popular. . .Germany has modified her blockade
ware made.
man of the committee. Subsequently, as
bounteous; bnt there is a very poor prospect
Chairman, I reported a resolution to expel premium receipts exceed $75,000 for
the
Russian frontier against the
for peaches and apples.
plagne, which has produced so much
THE ELECIION INVESTIGATION. Brooks, which was carried. Brooks was re- 1878, the following is the list in order
elected and came back to the Houfe of Repre- of receipts:
Southebn Dakota has been ravaged ili-feoliDg at St Petersburg....The King
Italy has commuted the sentence RBSUMB OP THE EVIDENCE ’TAKEN BY 8KNA- sentatives.
of Chicago,
rec’d $201,822.66
American,
by tsrribly destructiveprairie fires. Harrow- of Passanante. his wonld-be assassin,from
Some months afterwardBurlingamemade a Homs,
184,472.90
“ New York,
TOB WALLACE’SCOMMITTEE.
183,P2U.42
carefnllv-preparedspeech in which he referred JKtna,
“ Hartford,
ing tales are told of the destructionof life and death to life-imprisonment.... Germany apThe Senate committeeinquiring into the to Brooks, saying: Ho stole into the Senate Hartford,
162,060.87
“ Hartford,
property, and of the sufferingsof homeless proves of the Joint occupation of Roumoba,
1W, 866.00
“ Rockford,
,;u
nut declines to furnishtroops. France has not allegedfrauds in the late election, of which Chamber In a cowardly way, and there smote Rockford,
125,824.22
“ Nsw York,
Phoenix,
yet taken action Austria,Italy, Russia, and Senator Wallace is Chairman, and heretofore the Senator from Massachusetts as Cain smote
THE SOUTH.
117.801.00
“ Chicago, %
Trodero’,
his brother.”
England have agreed to famish a contingent
27,053.16
Ph (E nix.
“ Hartford,
known as the Teller Committee, resumed the
There was then a challenge expected,of Continental
Judge J. M. Elliott, of the Ken1*4,492 58
“ New York,
Forty-five persons were arrested in taking of testimonyat Washingtonlast week. course. However, friends interfered, and some
91,476.00
Fire Association, “ Phils..
tnoky Court of Appeals, was shot down in the
St Petersburg the night after the attempt on George O. Gorham, late Secretary of the explanations were made on Bnrlingame’s part Agrifeultoral,- "Watertown,
83,938.62
streets of Frankfort,a few daya ago, by OoL
76.400.53
the life of Gen. Von Drentalin,Chief of the Senate, and also Secretary of the Re- which were accepted by Brooks’ friends, and Springfield, " Mass.,
Thomas Buford. Elliott had rendered a decispublished. Thereupon the New England press
When it is ’understoodthat the AmerGendarmeria
Some were of each high rank that publican CongressionalCampaign Committee,
ion in a case Buford haa had in the court
commented severelyon Burlingame’s conces- ican confinesits business to the insurthey were not sent to common prisons. They
was the firat witness examined. He said that sions, and charged him with showing the white
against him. Buford loaded a' double-barreled
include officersof the Guard, Court Chamberprivate barns,'
daring the Congressional campaign of 1878 feather. These things stung him to the quick. ance of dwelling-houses,
shot-gunand waited for Elliott to come to dinner,
lains and two daughters of a prominent Minisabout 1106,000 was raised for Republican cam- Then for the first time he came to me for coun- their contents, farm property, churches
and, walking up to him, shot him through the
ter. .. .Advices from Afghanistan report that
piign purposes; #33,000 from Federal officers sel I told him if he did not really mean what and school-houses— writes no policies in
heart without warning. The assassin then
2.000 Afghans attacked a small detach- and employes\)y voluntary contribution, and
2,000
leveled his ran at Judge Fryer, and would
he said in his speech he onght to take it back
any of the large cities, and insures but
ment of Britishin Pishin valley ai
have given him the contents of the other barunequivocally ; if he did mean it, he conld afdefeated with a loss of sixty killed. There the remainder from friends of the party not
$5,000 in anyone risk— the immense
rel had not the Jndge dodged behind a comer.
holding office. Perhaps |7,00U or 18,000 came ford to say so, and accept the consequence*.
The mnrder created intense excitement wore no casualties among the British.
from Congroeamon. No contributions were asked He came out in a card in tho Aational Intelli- number of patrons of this old “farmer’s
throughout Kentucky. The friends of the
A battalion of French soldiers were from national banks, as such. A canvass gencer saying, in substance, that he maintained company ” is easily comprehended. It
assassin claim that he is insane.
wh&t he had said in his speech. This speedily
recently overtakenby a snow-storm in Algeria, among wealthy friends of the cause in New
has nearly 150,000 policies in force ; has
York city resulted in obtainingabout f 13,00 J. brought what was in substancea challenge.
Four persons lost their lives by the and nineteen of them were frozen to death.
It was not delivered byKeitt, as you suppose, cash assets amounting to $912,763.62;
There may have been some bankers contributburning of a wharf-boat at Hickman, Ky., a
ing. Some lady employes of the Government but by Gem Jo Lane, of Mexican war fame, cash surplus, as regards policy-holders,
few nights ago.... At Sugar Tree Spring,Tayinsisted on contributing.Of 1106,000,abont then the delegate from Oregon. It simply in- $502,886.13;has done business twenty
FORTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.
125,000 was expended for doenments,about vited Burlingame ont of the District of Colum- yeaft, and we saV, therefore,to our
lor oonnty, Ky., the stable of a colored man
12,000 was paid employes of the committee, bia to settlethe affair.This, of course, meant
named Howard was burned,and Howard’s two
readers, most emphatically,the Ameri[extra session.]
and 8,000 for furniture and general expenses. a challenge, and was so worded to evade the
sons, attempting to raseue the horses, were
law of Congress.Burlingameagain pressed can is a safe company in which to ixuftre
cstght by the falling roof and burned to a
Neither house of Congress did anything on This left 55,500, of which 54,000 was sent to
mo into his servioa I wrote the reply and de- your homes.
crisp.
different States, and 1,500 was paid to speakth« 26th, evsrythlng being postponedto await the
livered it to Gen. Lane. Ho callea on me to
ers for expenses. Of the balance, 5.700 was
The negro exodus from the South decisionof the Democraticcaucus. This met in lost by the failure of the German-American name tho place ontaide of the DistrictI named
the u Clifton House, on the Canada side of the
Playing Theater;
continues. Every steamer that arrives at the afternoon, and their final determinationwas National Bank, and 300 remains on hand.
that they wdold incorporate in the Appropriation
Niagara falls, and the following Tuesday mornTwo Philadelphia boys, Vincent FalEx-Secretaryof the Senate Gorham was be- ing at 6 o’clock,” for the meeting. I sent BurSt Louis from below brings a deck-load of billa legislationlike that ef the last session,with
these black emigrants, nearly all of them some modifications. The law authorizing the pres- fore the committee again on the second day of lingame to New York tho same night to prevent lon, 11 years old, and Joseph Perrine,
ence of troops at electionsis to be repealed, as is the sitting, and producedthe books of sub- his arrest
bound for Kansas.
12 years of age, were playing theater
also the juror*’test-oathlaw. The section*of tho
Two days after this Lane came out in the paA Southebn dispatch announces the Revised 8Ututcs which bear upon electionsarenot all scriptions in the departments,and tho list of pers objectingto the “CliftonHouse,” because in the kitchen of young Perrine’s
snidde, at Lebanon, Term., of H. ¥. Biddle, a to be repealed outright, but are to be greatlymod- moneys sent to different States. The National it was in the North, and ho did not intend to home. Young Perrine drew a small
ified.Two Supervisors are to be allowed iu each
member of the last Congress from Tennessee. electionprecinct,and they are to be of different Committee aided nineteen SouthernCongress- take Brooks “through tho enemy’s country.” I pistol, pointed it at Fallon and pulled
replied that, being called upon to name a place the trigger. The weapon was disHe had been ill for a long time, and was tem- political parlies,end 115 distinctionsbetween Su- ional districts with an average of 663, and
outside of the District,I was not fool er
enough
pervisors
in
suburban
and
in
rural
districts
are
to
porarily insane at the time of the commission
fifty-eightNorthern districts with an average to name “Richmond or Charleaton.”and take charged, the report; not being loud
be
abolished.
The
Supervisors
are
to
be
shorn
of
of the deed.
.Thomas Buford, who assassinof 712. No aid was given to 212 districts.The my friend through his “enemy’s country.” enough to be heard by Mrs. Perrine
ated Jndge Elliott at Frankfort,Ky., has been thtlr power to mak* arrestsin advance of voting.
po Ucy was to devote the moi»ey to close districts. Brooks was arrested and put under bonds. I and another son of hers, who were in
transferred to the Louisvillejail for safe-keepNumerous bills were introducedin the Senate
About nine districts in Ohio were thus helped. telegraphedBurlingame to return. He did so. the parlor. Young Fallon put his hand
ing.
on the 27th; none of them, however, were of any The witness thought the subscriptionin the He, too, was arrested and put under bonds—
up to his throat and ran to a drug
United States revenue oflacers lately considerable Importance. Mr. Hoar’s resolution Treasury Department might amount to 12,000 myself his surety. Burlingameimmediately
,
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a raid in the mountains of Eastern Ken-

tucky, captured fourteen moonshiners and destroyeda number of illicitstiljs.

WASHINGTON.
The Presidenthas nominated Andrew
D. White, of New fork, to be Minister to Germany, and Cornelias A. Logan, of Illinois,to
be Minister Residentto the Central American

States.(

The

reports of the

movements of

SittingBallon theNorthwest boundary are caus-

matter was fully discussed at a Cabinet meeting
last week. It appears that at the time when
Sitting Boll was visited by the militarycommission,sent out by our Govornment in 1877.

ing some agitation at Washington, and the

there was a distinctagreement that Sitting Boll
became a Canadian Indian, and that the representatives of the Canadian Governmentagreed
to this. Mr. Bvarts will now notify the Canadian Government that if Bitting Boll ootnee
over the border and engages in hostilityon this
side the Canadian GovernmentwQl be hold responsible.

The Presidenthas nominated William
L

Scroggs for Consul at Chin Kiang, China,

and William?. Bur chard Consul at Omoa, Hon-

duns, and

In

Trnxiila, Spanish America.

the Oliver-Cameron suit at

Wash-

fendant

POLITICAL;

The Ohio Democratic Committee
have decided to hold the State Convention at
ColumbuH, Juno 4.

The Greenback-Laborparty

of

ita State Conventionat

Providence last week, and nominatedcandidates for State officers,headed by Samuel Hill,
for Governor.

Dr. Luke P. Blackburn, made famous by his work in behalf of the yellow-fever
sufferers of the Bonth, is to be rewarded for
his labors by tho Gbvertorship of Kentucky.
Half thedelegatesto the Democratic State Conventionare instructed for him.

Representative Garfield expresses
the opinion that the session of Congress will
last all

summer. Re

making his arrangeexpectation. So says a Washis

ments with that
ington correspondent

At

leftfor tho

West

Soon afterwardBrooks and Lane, and their
friends, discoveredthat it was regarded among
dueliste as a let-downon their part, and that
Burlingame’s record was all right. Lane wrote
me a threateningletter, asking me to open up
tho correspondence,and ssying that unless I informed them where a letterwould reach Mr.
Burlingame by the next Tuesday they would
make czpoee, etc. To that I promptly replied,
in substance,that Burlingame had gone West,
and if they wanted him to go and hunt him—
that If they hankered for my blood they need
not wait till Tuesdav, and that they might
“hurry up the cakes! " that I was on hand, eto.
This ended the correspondence.
I will simply add that it was well known to
members of Cfcmgreaa from the South and from
the North that I was the beet shot, both with
was finally
rifle and with pistol, there was in the body.
thing. Boon after receiving the circular his
agreed that every endeavor should be made by the
There eeemed to be t prevailingopinion, too,
minority to prevent the passage of the appropria- salary was reduced to $60 per month. His sal- that I would fight if called On. This was, perary was reduced at the beginning of the fiscal
tion bills unleai they ehall be relieved of the prohaps because I had more cheek than most
visions in question.The sense of the caucus year by action of Congress at tne same time
members. Yon know that cheek is often misWas that if the Democrats should insist upon that other employe*
employee were cut down.
taken for courage. Whether it is eo in my
carrying out the plan already adopted by them, the
THE PHILADELPHIABRANCH.
case, I am not a proper judge. I never reeffect would to the atoppageof the wheels of the
A sub-committee of the Wallace-TellerIn- ceived but one challengefor a duel, and that
Government,and the majority wonld be responsible for the reealt. fhe following resolution was
vestigatingCommittee, consisting of Senators' party soon found s reason to withdraw it when
adopted without opposition : “ Ruolced,That it
he learned from a Southern friend thatl meant
Wallace (Pa.),Garland (Ark.), McDonald (Ind.),
Is the sense of fttis caucus that hereafter, and un,
til the appropriation bills are disposed of, no pairs
Hoar (Mass.) and Cameron (Wis.) have been
Although differing widely in politicsat that
by Republicans shall, under any consideration,be
time, Brooks was my warm personal friend,
made.” This resolution appears to indicate a de- examining witnesses at Philadelphia. R C.
and died so. Bo was*
6*n. Lane.
termination on the part of the Republicansto re- Howell, of the Eighteenth ward, testifiedthat

-

store near by, where he' exclaimed:
“Pm shot!” but started toward his

home

without waiting for an examina-

tion. He died before going many
paces. The ball had taken effect in the
right side of the neck, below the ear,
and death had resulted from hemorrhage of an artery.

The Southern Express Company refrom date until Dec. 1 next, Jo
receive for transportation bodies of persons .who died f4 yellow fever in 1878.
fuses,
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Deputy Marshal Charles Oliphant was drunk
Floub— Fancy White WintarEx....B 25
5 60
election day, aad insnlted every Democrat
Good to Choice Spring: Ex. 8 78,
4 50
The Senate was not in eeesionon fhe 28th that came to the polls to vote. Hia testioharacter. In haste. Veiy truly yours,
Wheat— No. 2 Spring............. 88:
nit. — -In the House, Mr. Springerpresented the
mony was corroborated
othir*- witL*wtt D. Campbell.
No. 3 Spring ..... ...... .’j 77
2!
memorial of J. J. Wilson, claiming to be elected nesses, who. also testified that Oliphant need
Cohn— No. 2 ........................32
84
every
means
to
drive
Away
Democratic
voters.
Oats—
No.
2
.....................
22
24
from the Ninth Congressional district of Iowa on
Postal Rank of tho Several States.
Rye-No. 2 ..........
.......
4C!6
John Warner, of the Twenty-ninth ward, testhe 6th of November,and offered a resolution to
Baulky— No. 2 ..................... 64 (9 65
tified that Thomas Herr, the United States Marrefer the memorial to the Committee on Elections
In the receht' redcljufitment of post- Burrsn— Choice Creamery ..... .... 22 9
shal in this wird, had a bad reputation. He
f?
ua— Freeh ....................... 10
when appointed. All the sitting members from arrested a man for trying to vote, notwithstand- offices and salaries of , ^Postmasters,
.Ponx-Mess ...................... ,.9 09 010 90
Iowa were electedon the day claimed on the other ing that parties were' ready to vouch for him. gAded npw'Ard according to business
Laud .............................. 6H<0 0)6
side, but not on the day legally fixed for the Arthur Vance,' of the Fifteenth ward, a United
MILWAUKEE.
done and stamps used, 145 were added
States
Marshal,
was
also
charged
with
intimiWheat-No.
1.
.........
96 @ 1 00
election.The resolutionwas adopted. The
to what are called Presidentialoffices—
No.
2..
91 {0 02
dating
voters.
Army bill was taken up. Ths consideration of the
an office becoming Presidentialwhen Con*— No. 2 ....................... 83)649
bill having been conclndod; with the exception of
Oats— No. 2.
..... i„ ......... 2J
section6, repealing the statutes allowing the milithe receipts are sufficientto entitle the RYE— No. ......
A Board of Three Equally Divided.
45
tary to preserve the peace at the polls, that section
63
*1
was read. A long debate ensued, but no vote was
Daring tho Rebellionthe Law School Postmaster to a salary of $1,000 or Baiiiky—No.2... i;...
8T. LOUIB.
reached. — About thirty members of tho House,
more. In the recent readjustment and
@103
Wheat-No. 2 Red Fall ........... 1
including Reagan, Jonea (Texas), Springer, at Cambridge was presided over by
88
Stevenson, Ewing, Morcb, Ladd. Kelley. De Profs. Parsons, Parker,’ and Washburn. additionof 145 brthe list, it was a mat- Cohn— Mixed ........... .......... ‘J*
27
la Matyr, Weaver, Warner, Wright and Wine,
ter of comment s!t the Postoffice Depart............. .. . >47
met io the evening to consider the rabiect of the They were divided in their political ment that so few went to the Soatnern Rye ............
Iio£)
Pork— Bless .......
presentation of finzndsl messtire* at the present views, and each did Ids best to mainan
...........
.States,and so many to the Western afid Laid;!..1..'.......
session. Alter s general interohanse of views, the
tain his opinion FroL Parker wag one
CINCINNATI.
following resolutionwas adopted: uJiaolted,
Northwestern States, indicating,along Wheat ............
@1
05
1
That we will ask the do-operatlonof ettr fellow- day asked : “ How do yon got along on
87)6
with many other things, that the path of Cohn .......... v...:.V.,r.
membereof all partien in endeavoringto pans at politics at the Law. School ?
* Nice32
Oats ...................
this session bills for the following pnrposes:
empire is'" tending Westwardly with
First, to Increasethe coinage of silver to ly,” he answered; M we are equally diSi
the capacityof onr mints, and to issue certifl vided.” w But how can that be,” eon- great rapidity. Postoffice officials think Pobk-Mcs* ............ .......... 10
cates receivable for all public does, and the purthat the postal business, receipts from
...............TOLEDO*.*
chase of silver bullion at market rates. Second, to tinned the inquirer; M there are three of
.sale of stamps, etc., is a fair - indication WHKAT-Amber Michigan....:.... 1 06
reissue the greenbacks now held for the redemption yon??/* “Easy enough,” replied the
Nn. 2a Red.
Red....- ............ 106
No.
of the business, commercial and intelof fractfoUlil currency or hereafter retired for the
professor;“ Parsons writes on, one side
Cobh— No. 2 ......
pa j meat of arrears of pension and in extinguishlectual growth of particularStates and
27
and I on the other, and Washburn— he
ment of the bonded debt. Third,
' providing for the
O'1-*0-* ........
filibustering
rather than recede In any
ner from the position they have taken.
sort to

.

ington, the jury rendered a verdict for the .de-

Bhode Island held

declaring the course of the majority revolutionary, or $13,000, instead of $7,000 or $8,000, as stated
the day before. About $2,000 was subscribedin
etc., was taken up. In a running debate, Mr. Hoar
charged that the majority had usurped the the PostoffioeDepartment Very little was got
from tho Interior Department J ames M. Kerns,
functionsof legislationby maturing measures
United States Marshal for the Eastern district
in caucus, thus anticipatingconstitutionalforms. of Pennsylvania,testified that he thought, as
Messrs, Beck, Bayard and Voorheesreplied, far as United States Supervisors and Marshals
aaylng that the Democratswere acting with cautiou
are concerned,Philadelphiacould do without
and circumspection, which was more than the Republicans had done when in the majority. With- them very well The expensesof United States
out disposing of the subject,the Senate adjourned Supervisors in 1878 amounted to $27,440.
nntil the SOttu— In the Honse, Mr. Sparks intro- Special attention was paid .to Randall’s district,
duced the Army Appropriation bill. He stated that it because it was in a bad part of the city, where
was substantiallythe bill which passed the last riots frequently occur.
House, with the reorganization features stricken
A Mr. Baker testifiedthat no person in the
out. It retainsthe clause prohibiting the use of
troops at the polls.
A caucus of the Republican Treasury Department receiving lees than $1,200
members of the Honse was held for the purpose of per year was asked to subscribeto the Repubdiscussing the situationin regard to the politic*'
lican campaign fond. R B. Squiers testified
clauses which the majority has determinedto In
that he was an assistant messenger in the War
corporate fathe ^appropriation bills. The subject Department
did not subscribe any-
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the municipal election in Chicago,

last Week, the entire Democratic ticket,headsd

by ex-CongresetnanCarter H. Harrison, for

•

T

Maybr, was elected by about 5,000 majority.Tfre substitutionof legal- tender notes for national-bank
Socialistspolled about 12,000 votes, and elected notes, Fourth, to stop all further increase of the
three members of the City Council In the new national debt. Fifth,to providefor a tax on inCouncil tfrlre will be seventeenDemocrats, comes of over $2,900,”
15 Braubiioana and 4 Sodattrts.In MUwauThs amendment to the Appropriationbill forkee, lGdi*0o, JanesvUle and Beloit, Wis., the
bidding ths om of troope at ths polls gave rise to *
Republicans carried the day, while the Demowarm partisan debate In the House on ths 29th ult.
crats were suoceesfnl at Fond du Lac and La
Mr. Stephensargued that public sentiment, North
Creese. •
and South, was against the employment of troops
general.
at the polls. There was no need of such a thing,
Recent deaths: Ex- Congressman lbs country had got along without itfor thfe»qnart*
/ ..... i

•

-..U&j

speaks on one side and votes on the
other.”—Boston Trflnsmpt-

Wubtembebo, in Germany,

is often

visited by terrible hail-stomfl. In

some

actions* The old Southern

States
fail behind and the new Western States
go far ahead, the fresh and rigorous
State of Iowa having nearly fonr times
as many as the old State of Virginia.
Illinois occupies th? second place on the
list, and Massachusetts the fifth place,
end Georgia, the Empire State of the

bmoix.— “

Flour— Choice ...... ..............8 j®
Wheat— No. 1 White.
I 93
No. 1 Amber......'......

1 05

Oobh-No.1.............. ........ J7
Oats— Mixed
........ ...... J8
Bablby (per cental) ............... 1 00
Pobx— Meas .......................
10 00
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
CATIL*-Be*t ..........
5 25
.

.

parts of the country whole districts
seem to be exempted from the land tax
Fair ......................
4 60
on account of the damage caused by
Common .....
........ 8 80
the hail And these hail-stprmsareap- South, fallfl behind other Southern
Hoo*......» ...........
8 »
parently becoming more destructive.
States of less pretense. The following Shut ...............
t W
....

....

.....

..
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SABBATH BEADING.

hast shut thy door, pray to thy -Father

The

1

Psalm.

First

is in secret,

Blest is the man who walkethnot in pride
Nor takes the godless worldling for his guide;
Who standeth not where the sinners idly meet,
And sltteth never in the sinners' seat;
Who In God’s Law doth take supreme delightHis guide by day, his solace In the night.

—Jesus.

Like the tall tree, firm rooted by the shore,
That of its fruitageyields a goodly store,
Whose leaf ne’er withers in.the scorching heat,
Though desert winds may parch and suns may

among you
pray.— James.

beat,

FROM THE STATE CAPITAL.

and thy Father which
seeth in secret shall reward thee openly.

which

Prayer la the soul’aelncere dealre,
Unuttered or expreeaed,
The motion of a hidden fire
That trembles la .the breaet.

Prayer

1879.

The 8enato last Tuesday passed a
new compilation of the gen-

bill for a

eral laws of the State. The printed bill

—Montgomery,
Is any

Lansing, March 28,
COMPILING THE LAWS.

afflicted? let

him provided for paying

the compiler $3,000

and an assistant $1,000, but, on motion

the Senate, one introduced by Senator

Halbert, andl the other by Senator
Lewis. Mr.iHalbert’sbill provides for
Gounty Boards of School Examiners,
each board to consist of three members
elected by the Township Inspectors.
This change has been largely petitioned
for at this session. The change contemplated would impose upon the County
Board of Examiners many of the duties
formerly devolving upon the Gounty

House.— In toe House the foDowteg bffia
were reported adversely and tabled : To
change the boundarybetween Saginaw and

<

Bay counties:to change the boundariesof the
tea nships of Napoleon, Columbia and Nor veil,
Jackson oounty; four bills to amend the Oame
La s and one to change the General Railroad law.
....The followingwere passed: House joint
resolution asking Congress for an appropriation
for a lighthouse at the month of Manistee
river; Senate joint resolution granting Wm.
Butler a patent for certain lands in Jackson
oounty: relative to the militaryforces.... Several bills were agreed to in committee of the
whole, including House bill 129, to invent
yellowsin peaches,and House bill 553, to facil-

spring of joy, the secret of Senator Huston, the last appropriaSuperintendentsof Schools. These
from trouble. — Cumtion was stiicken out and the first re- bills are now in the hands of a special
stands—
ming.
Ro shall the man who loveth God’s commands
duced to $2,000. While the compiler committee. Senator Lewis’ bill pro- itate business co-operative societies.
Prosper in all the labor of his hands.
The effectual, fervent prayer of a
vides for a Superintendentof Schools
righteous man availeth much.— James. must be elected by the Legislature, the
Saturday, March 29. -Senate.— A resolution
Not so are the ungodly;nay, not so,
for each Bepresentative districtin the
bill
authorizes
the
appointment
by
the
But like the ehaff the winds drive to and fro;
was introduced by Senator Huston that no
They shall not stand, but in an evil day
Governor of two Commissionersto ex- State. Mr. Halbert’sbill more nearly leaves of absence be granted except for sickPERSONALS.
By God’s swift vengeance shall be swept away.
amine the compilation,at a compensa- meets a felt want among the people thhn ness, deaths in the family, or when absent on
Write thou, 0 Lord, this lesson on my heart,
Consul Bret Harte is lecturing in tion of $350. The bill authorizes the Senator Lewis’ bill.
committee duty, and that thoee reasons must
That I may never from Thy way depart.
THE STATE PUBLIC SCHOOL.
appear when lava are granted. Laid on the
printingof 12,000 copies, of which 3,000
England.
—(JosephA. Torreu, in the Congregalionallst.
table.
.SenatorPalmer suggested the Ida of
Senator
McPeek,
of
the
joint
Comare
to
be
retained
for
future
use,
and
Euhu Burritt left $8,000 worth of
economizingtime, and moved that members be
mittee
on
the
State
Public
School,
loEdifying Prayers.
the remainder are to be depositedin the
real estate.
allowed to speak not more than five minutes on
cated at Coldwater, in behalf of that any one aubject in committee of the whole or in
Preaching is one thing and prayer is
English Minister Welsh is taking office of the Secretary of State, to be
distributed as follows: State officers committee, last Thursday made a regular session. The Speak er ruled this out of orquite another. An address in a prayer- his ease in Italy.
.Mr. Huston moved tliatsubdivisloneleven
and their deputies, libraries of State of- lengthy report in relation to that insti- der
meeting is one thing and a prayer is
Spanish Minister Lowell is rusti- ficers, libraries of State institu- tution. The committee reported in of standing role No. 2 be suspended and nospecial
another. Sermons and addresses are cating in France.
orders be made for lobbia to come here and stir
tions, members and libraries of State favor of allowing $72,000 for current up the members to make speeches,eta Refor instructionand exhortation; the
Russian Minister Stoughton is trav- boards, members of the present expenses of the school for two years, ferred to tho Committeeon Rula.... Senator
soul of prayer is adoration, praise inLegislature, the Secretary, Assistant and $15,900 for other expenses,making Huston moved that hereafter the session comcluding thankfulness,and petition. eling in Germany.
mence at 9 o’clock. Tabled.... BiUs wore
Ex-Senator Howe will settle down Secretary, and Clerks of the Senate and in all the snug little sum of $87,900.
Sermons and addresses are addressed
passed to amend tho laws relatingto the spread
MISCELLANEOUSITEMS.
the Clerk and Assistant Clerks of House
of Canada thistles,aud to provide for the into men, prayer to God. A preaching at Green Bay, Wist
As strange as the statement may corporating of State conventionsand divisions
prayer is neither one thing or the other;
Elihu Burritt, the “learned black- of Representativesin this State, Senaseem, it is neverthelessa fact that the of the AncientOrder of Hibernians.... A joint
is of very doubtful profit to men and smith,” was master of thirty languages. tors and Representatives of this State
State Treasurer of Michigan is only re- resolution was passed asking Congrea for an
in
Congress,
the
Secretary
of
State
of
not acceptable to God. Men are inEdmund Clarence Stedman, the the United States, and the Library of quired to give bonds to the amount of appropriationfor the establishmentof a lighthouse at the mouth of the Monaatiqneriver, on
deed to pray in public assembliesto the poet, will write a life of Bayard Taylor.
Congress, Judges and Clerks of Circuit $150,000. The amount should at least the north shore of Lake Michigan.
edificationof those who listen, but
Balloonist John Wise writes that and District Courts of the United be increasedto $500,000.
House.— A joint resolution passed requesting
that does not mean that they are to
the North pole can never be reached States in this State, Justices and Clerks
This (Friday) evening the friends of oar Senators and Representativa in Congrea
preach to tliem through the supplicasave in an air-ship.
of the Supreme Court, Judges of the Judge and Mrs. Tenny give a grand to oppose the enactment of any law to prevent
tions. The listeneris edified by the
Ex-Gov. Samuel J. Tilden has sold Circuit Courts, Judges and Clerks of party in their honor, at the residenceof the jurisdiction of courts of the United States
prayer that leads him to adoration, to
Hon. O. M. Barnes, of this city. Mrs. in proceedingsagainst municipal corporations
praise, to pour. out his wants before out, for about $3,000,000, his interest in the Superior Courts and Judges and
Tenny is the accomplished and efficient of any State by citizens of another State....
the
New
York
elevated
railroad.
Clerks
of
the
Police
Courts,
County
the throne of grace. If the praver is
Bills were passed: To amend the charter of the
State Librarian.
deliveredto men the hearer is led to
Robert P. Crockett, a son of the fa- Clerks, Prosecuting Attorneys, Cirvillage of Yasaar; to incorporatethe village of
There has been some talk about the Berrien Springs, Berrien county: relative to
look to the arm of flesh, and is not mous Davy Crockett, is living near cuit Court Commissioners,Sheriffs,
Judges of Probate, Registers of final adjournment of the Legislature trespass upon cranberrymarshes : for the incorlifted out of his worldliness ; but if the Granbury, in Hood county, Texas.
poration of the Michigan State Medical Society;
Deeds, County Treasurers, County occurring on April 15, but that date is to facilitate the transaction of businessof coprater is addressed to God the hearer
The country will be shocked to learn
quite
too
near
at
hand.
If the member" get
operativeand mutual benefit associations; to
is lifted up to communion with the high that Private Dalzell, of the Ohio Gen- Superintendents of the Poor, County
home in time for corn-planting, they will provide for the execution,acknowledgment
and holy One, and is inexpressiblyben- eral Assembly, is quite ill with malarial Surveyor, and Coronors, Supervisors,
Clerks, and Justices of the Peace of do well. If their pay were to continue, and recording of contracta for the sale of land,
efited by it.
fever.
I incline to the opinion that some of and to amend the charter ef the city of ColdVery sweet and precious to God is
Apostle Murphy is now in Kansas. townships; Supervisors, Assessors, them would like to manufacture laws all water.... A resolutionwm passed that, when
the adoration and praise and petition of It is said that he will settle permanent- Clerks, and Justices of the Peace of
an adjournment ia taken on Thursday next, the
G. W. H.
House stand adjourneduntil the following
His creatures. How He pleads for such ly at some point on the Kansas Pacific cities; public, free, and incorporated summer.
Wednesday, at 8:80, in order to attend the eleclibraries.”
offerings! What infinite pathos in the railroad.
Proceeding* of the Legislature.
tion on April 7.
Senator Shepard thought that the
yearning of the great heart of love as
Tuksday, March 25. — Bxnatx — Petitions
Monday, March 81. -Senate. -Bills patted:
Wee Hung and Hee Chin are among publishersof newspapersought to be
expressed in His invitations 1 When He
the Chinese in New York, but they entitledto copies, but the Senate, in were presented : Against the passing of all pro- To amend the oharter of the city of Battle
chides men for neglect U praise Him,
hibitory liquor laws, believing that the sound Creek; to amend the law relative to inventory
don’t know how long before they will
its wisdom, votod down his amendment
to acknowledge His mercies, to cast
have to write it Wee Git and Hee Go. He also opposed the passage of the bill sense of the people will stall times be sufficient and collectionof effectsof deceased pereona;
their care upon Him, what tender, afto regulate these affairs; praying the enaoimont
to amend the law relative to administrators: to
Victoria, Crown Princess of Ger- on the ground of economy, estimating of prohibitory liquor laws.... A resolutionin- amend the law relative to collectionof tolls,
fectionate grief the language seems to
convey! God speaks as though His many, is remarkably fond of horses. that the compilation will cost the State troducedby SenatorHuston, fixing the day for and for the eare and charge and operating of
the final adjournmenton April 15, was tabled SL Mary’s canal: to amend the law t^tingto
heart had been wounded, as though the When she arrived at the Charing Cross $40,000. Again, this compilationis
deecentof property; to providefor the publiby a vote of 19 to 4
.Bills passed : To provide
station,
not
long
ago,
where
her
two
proposed
after
an
interval
of
seven
expectationsof His love had been discation. stereotyping,printing,binding, disfor the collection,compilation,reprintingand
appointed. It is not much one can say brotherswere waiting to meet her, she years, whereas the last compilation was distribution of general State laws; to amend tribution, and ale of reports of decisions of
on such a theme beyond what was said was presentlyseen patting the beautiful had only after an interval of fourteen the charter of the village of Piorsou, Aloutcilai the Supreme Court; to fix the pay of members
of the Legislature from the Upper Peninsulafor
county.
a moment ago, that the praises and peti- horses attached to the royal carriages, years. In these hard times he thought
House.— Bills were passed: To amend the and during thimseesion at 9* per day extra; to
the compilation might be postponed. It
tions of His creatures are very sweet and addressingthem cheerily.
is the

/

Through drought and heat and tempest bravely of emancipation

.

..

.

Ex-Senator George Goldthwaite,
precious to God. Whoever bears
such tribute to His throne receives a of Alabama, who died recently at Montblessing words cannot carry, and who- gomery, was a native of Boston, but
ever leads others in the sanctuary or moved to Alabama when a youth,
prayer-meeting to bring such offerings studied law and soon rose to the bench,
leads them to an action, and disposi- being for some years Chief Justice of
tion, and relation that is heaven begun the Supreme Court; he was State Adjubelow. Such prayers edify ; open the tant General during the Rebellion, and
eyes of the soul to a region of beauty in 1870 was elected by the Democrats
and glory like that of paradise, a region to the Senate, where he served his term
perhaps never seen, and therefore never honorably,but without seeking promiknown before, but never thereafter to nence of any sort.
be forgotten. May the Holy Spirit help
Col. John C. Burch, the new Seoreus to yn,y\— Christian Intelligencer. tery of the United States Senate, was

and

4

- The Sunday

Question.

I

Dr. Thomas, of Chicago, gives his
ideas of the Sunday question in his
usual frank fashion
One of the unsettled questions of our
American society is the manner in
which the public should be expected
and required to observe the Sabbath
:

day. The guiding principle in
indeed in nearly all questions,

this, as
is,

that

the Sabbath is the servant of man, and
not man the servant of the Sabbath
that is, the Sabbath was made for man,
and not man for the Sabbath. It is not
a great something that man should bow
down and worship, or that comes to enslave man ; but an appointment, a provision for his good. And, acting upon
this general principle, our modem society has moved away from the severer
ideas of our earlier history. We no
;

was urged in defense of the bill that
the supply of the old compilation was
exhausted. The bill was finally passed
19 to 2.

ESTABLISHING WILLS.
The House Tuesday afternoon, in committee of the whole, considered House
bill No. 141, introduced by Mr. Moore,
of Detroit, to provide for the establishment of wills during the lifetime of the
testator. The bill provides “that to any
will hereafter executed the testator may
make and annex thereto his petition, to
be sworn to before, and presented to,
born in Georgia. He moved to Chat- the Judge of Probate for the county
tanooga,Tenn., in 1852, about the time where the testator resides, asking that
such will lie admitted and established as
that D. M. Key settled there, and they
were neighbors for many years. Burcn his last will and testament.” It further
was elected to the State Senate in provides for the examinationof wit1857, and was chosen Speaker for two nesses, and the final determination of
years. He became editor of the Union the questionswhether the maker of the
and American in 1859, and has lived in will was a person of sound mind and
whether he executed the will without
Nashvillemost of the time since.
fear, fraud, importunity,or undue influScene in the Virginia State Senate: ence; also, that in such proceeding the
Senator Massey rose to a question of
contents of the will were hot required
privilege and proceeded to read a paper
to be made known. This last provision
severely reflecting on Senator C. T.
excited much opposition.
Smith, for publishing a speech which
The bill was vigorouslyopposed by
reflected on Massey. The language
Messrs. Gould, Henderson,Donnelly,
of the paper was to the effect that the
Turnbull and Robertson,and supported
speech alluded to, for unrefinement,inby Messrs. Thorpe and MoNabb.
delicacy, coarseness,misrepresentation,
Mr. Moore spoke of the desirability
defamationand vindictiveness, surpassed
of providing some means to prevent
anything he had ever heard in the halls
such litigation as had occurred upon the
of the Legulature. Proceeding with Vanderbilt, Stewart, Ward and other
similar severe language,Senator Massey
wills.
was several times called to order, and
STATE PRINTING HOUSE.
during his remarks Senator Smith deBelieving that the State should do
nounced him as a liar, a scoundrel and
its own work, Representative Thorpe
a dog.
will offer the followingjoint resolution,
A Drunkard’s Revenge.
to stand as section 22 of article 4 of the

_

.

.

.

.

anthorize the township of Bault Ste. Marie, in
the oounty of Chippewa, to borrow money for
the purpose of paying any judgment that
tive to the election of the Board of Directors;
been, or may be, rendered against aid townto amend the charter of the city of Flint ; to re
ship, and to issue bonds for the payment of the
vise the act establishing
a Police Court in the
aame, and for the payment of the highway incity of Qrand Bapids; to amend the law relative
to laying out, altering and discontinuing
pumiL debtednessof aaid township; for themoorporaroads; to incorporatethe village of Blanchard, tionof the State Medical Society; to prevent
the spread of yellowsamong peach, nectarine
Isabella county ... .A communication wui presented from the Superintendentof the Michigan and other trees, and to extirpate the same; to.
Central railroad, informingthe Logislatnro that anthorize the Board of Supervisorsof several
their passes, which would expire April 1 were counties to provide for the preservation and
maintenance of originalsection corners and
extended till the close of the session.
quarter posts, as surveyed and recorded by the
Wednesday, March 2U— Senate.— Several original survey thereof.
charter of the Michigan Central railroad rela-

ha

House— A bill was passed to incorporatethe
upon the customary
amend the laws village of Charlevoix.... The whole day was
relativeto action of ejectment ; to pro- consumed in oommittoe of the whole on sundry
vide for transcribingof records of deeds, bills, among which was an appropriationbill
mortgagesand other inatrumouts in certain for a college, which elicited much debate, and
cases; appropriating 925,000to reimburse the
which was finally made the specialorder for
military fund for calling out State troops April 10.... At half-past7 pb m. a resolution
during the railroad strike; to amend the was adopted that evening sessions, commenclaw relative to reorganizationof military ing at 7:30, be held Monday, Tueedey and
foroea; relative to daiies of health officers Wednodav eveningsof this week, whioh waa
of cities and villages; to amend the law relafinally made inoperative by an adjournment intive to adoption of children; to amend the stead of a
law relating to primary schools;to amend the
law relative to right to are and custody of
Spring Fashions.

petitions were presented

snbjects.... Bills passed: To

minor children in case of separationof husband and wife, being father and mother of said
children; to amend the laws relative to appraisal of estates of wards; to amend the law
relative to appraisal of estates of deceased persons; to amend the law relatingto appeals to
the Supreme Conrt from Circuit Courts in
chancery:to amend the law vesting with police
powers the Marshals and their deputies at
State and oounty lairs; to amend the laws relative to offenses againstchastity, morality and
decency.
House— Bills were passed: To reinoor-

porate the village of Clayton,Lenawee oounty;
to

amend the law relating to primary schools;

Skirts are beautifully

Poke bonnets

short

are fashionable.

English round hats have

larger

crowns.

Turbans are worn both in and out
doors.

Novelties in side saohels are in de-

mand.
Both high and low turban caps are
fashionable.
Black chip is the favorite bonnet for
all occasions.

amend the charter of the city of Orand RapThe square chnddah is the favorite
ids; to amend the charter of the city of breakfast shawl
longer make the Sabbath a day of
Dowagiao:to legalise and make valid Baton
gloom, of closed windows and solemn
Glovea are long, reaching to the eltownship bonds; to amend the charter of the
aspect; but rather a day of happiness
village of Three Rivers.... Mat of the day bow for fall evening toilet
in the home, and joy in the house of
was passed in committee of the whole, on sunElbow sleeves are seen on ball and
dry bills.
God. We have adapted our ideas of
evening reception dresses.
labor and rest on that day to what
Waistcoats are as often made to wear
Thursday, March 27. — Senate. — Bills
During the exhibition of some wild constitution :
seems upon the whole to be the
Bxc. 22. The Legislatureshall establishby passed:To authorize the township of Dundee, over the basque as under it
beasts, a few weeks ago, at the theatre
law a State prinung house and bin den- as an oounty of Monroe, to settle and compromisea
least labor and the most rest for all, in
New parasolshave flatter tops than
of a small town in Thuringia,Germany, industrialdepartment of the State Reform
permitting the use of streetcars. In
the canopy ones of last summer.
School,
and
provide
the
necessary
professional
a frightful scene occurred. A leopard
all things, we should study the whole
Panier scarfs and draperies appear on
was not nearly so submissive to the managers for the same. The Legislatureshall
nature and wants of man, and seek the
also prescribe by law the manner in which the
all Paris dresses brought over this
tamer as usual, and dashed wildly about State printing and binding shall be executed of Dowagiao; to amend the law providing for
greatest good of all. One use of the
spring.
the cage. Suddenly two of the bars and the mode of rendering the accounts made examination of certainpart-paid Agricultural
Sabbath is rest. All needful public laCaps made of silk handkerchiefs,in
College, salt spring, and other lands; to amend
gave away, and the animal sprung with necessarythereby. The Legislature shall likebor should as far as possible conform to
wise provideby law that the furnishing of the the law in relation to Union school district, city turban or Normandy form, are much
a tremendous bound among the spectathis idea, and be so lightened as to
fuel and stationery for the State shall bo let by of Flint
worn.
House— Bills w#re passed : To amend the
permit all to enjoy a degree of that rest. tors in the pit. The terrified people contract to the lowest bidders who shall give
Silk handkerchiefs, in Oriental deand satisfactory security for the per- law relative to appraisal of estates of deceased
As an example, our street cars should rushed pell-mell to the door, but the adequate
sign
and colors, are preferred for dressy
formance thereof. No member of the Legisbe run fewer hours than on week days; beast attacked the hindermost of them lature nor officerof the State shaQ be interest- persons; to amend the charter of Wat Bay breakfast-caps.
and the public should conform to this. with teeth and claws, and in four ed, directly or indirectly,in any such contract. City; to amend the act organizingUnion tchool
Bhine pebble buttons look like diadistrict,of the township of Rogers, Presque
The company has no more right to run minutes had killed a woman and a child,
PROTECTIONFOR NON-RESIDENTS.
monds
at night The prices vary from
Isle county; to incorporatethe viDage of Grass
the cars on Sunday, simply to make and fearfully lacerated four other perHouse bill No. 595 haa b^eu consid- Lake; to amend the law relative to taxation of 75 cents a dozen up.
money, than a merchant nas to keep sons about the face and neck. The ered by the House. It provides that ahares of national or State-bank stock; requirFrench chips are brought out in
open his store. And so of all necessary moment the leopard escaped from his no warrant or order for payment of ing the Auditor General and Land Commis- shades of color to match costumes,such
public work. Then, we should oon- cage, the beast-tamer and his assistants money shall be drawn upon any Town- si oner to give bonds before entering upen their as pale bine, dark bine, tan, chamois,
official duties, in the sum of 925,000; to amend
sider that man has a nature suited to, hurried after it, armed with spears, but ship or County Treasurer without speci- the law providingfor changing names of minor gray, beige, brown and dark green.
were
unable
to
overcome
it until it
and needing the influences of divine
Diamond ribbon collar necklaces are
fying on its face its purpose and the adoptedchildren and other persons; to amend
worship and sacred associations.And dropped dead from its wounds. On appropriationfor which it is drawn ; no the charter of the villtge of Orion; to rrinoor- the fashion of the passing moment, set
porate the village of Midland City.
when the law of congndty, or of fitness, examining the broken bars of the cage warrantsto be drawn until the approin pave style, and with clasps that make
it was discovered that they had been
Friday, March 28. — Sznate —The following
is studied, it will appear that this apthem available either for a pair of
priation ia made and tax voted; nor
filed. An attendant, lately dismissed
peals to a part of his nature different
shall warrants be drawn in excess of the bills were .patted:IncorporatingOrion; rein- bracelets c r for a necklace.
from the light and the simply amusing. for drunkenness, has been arrested on appropriation;no township of less than oo rpo rating Berrien Springs; amendinglaws
Mftn needs aniusement as well as study nsspioion of being the author of this 600 inhabitantsshall raise, for ordinary
atrocious deed.
or worship, but it does not seem that
township purposes,more than $500 per
4
the Sabbath is the proper day for such
year; every Supervisor, in making val- adjustment, and allowance of claim* agafeit this brim the millinersindent to suit
A Surprise Figure.
a purpose. Especially does it not seem
I A New York lady, who was passing uations, shall not discriminate for or the atata of minora, insane or other per- the face of the wearer.
proper to make the Sabbath a day for the winter in Florence, recentlygave a against any one, or make the assess- sona. where guardians are appointed; perA new fancy that will probably “take”
public amusement.And this seems the grand ball which was attended by a very ments otherwise than relatively equal.
S3.- is to face the skirts of dressy costumes
tendency in our midst just now.
large and distinguished company. A The penalties proposed for violations of amending the law relating to the incorporation with red silk, under which the lace
A
of village*. .A large part of the day was occu- balayeuse is basted, making a very
surprise figure in Hie cotillion excited this act are $500 or six months’ imprispied in committee of the whole on the KeroMme
Prayer.
much sensationby its novelty. A large onment Evidently the bill was intro- Oil bill, which waa agreed to. It retains the pretty and striking dress effect.
Prayer is ah offering up of our de- tree was brought in, from which were duced to prevent Supervisors in the
A recent census shews that Portsire to God for things agreeable to His hung paper baskets, that on being Northern Peninsnla from Uying it on
the House had struck out It also provida for
land, Ore., has 174225 inhabitants, and
will in the name of Christ, with confes- pulled divided into halves and gave es- too thick on non-resident owners of
the appointment by the Governor of an inthat 1,882 are Chinese.
sion of our sins, and thankful acknowl- cape to numbers of little birds that flew pine lands.
epectorfor each Congreesionaldistrict at the
OUB SCHOOL SYSTEM.
edgment of His mercies.— /Shorter abbut the ball-room until let out of the
ctoee of the cession. .A gold-headedsane wm
Boston has a home for intemperate
Two bills, proposing certain changes presentedto SenatorBrown, of KaUmMoo, by
Catechism,
window or rescued by some fair hand to
women.
in our present school system, are before j ni» fellow-flenatorE
be
taken
home
and
cared
for.
Enter into thy closet, and, when thou

'

,

to

‘a

.

.

.
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“Who

bishop announced,

HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
Saturday, April 5. 1879.

tended imploringly, and hesaid^ “Bishop,

on NEW

GREENBACKS AT PART

will take the

became slightly impressive.Then the tall form of Lincoln
was seen to rise, a long, bony arm was exbalance ?" the pause

SCH00LH0U3E.

tliis is

the

first

time I have ever been

Now

the time to buy your Clothing: cheaper than
ever before offered in the State of Michigan.
at the
is

placed upon the auction block. Please
The HoVander of the 1st inst., appears
let me pay the balance myself, and take
with an article, which purports to be an
me down."
answer to our editorialof two weeks ago,

Mr. Farnum, United

about the new schoolhouse.

In the

why

first place

we

he appears with his article a day after

CHEAP

Slates consul

cannot understand general In Egypt, writes that

M.

Ferdin-

and Lesseps, who has been at the head of

the meeting was held, which is equivalent the Suez canal since its beginning in
to “mustard after meals," whereas, he 1854, expresses the opinion that the
seemed to favor the new schoolhouse in a Panama canal must be constructed without

previous issue. The only way locks
the (mutant

local in his

to be successful or

remunerative.

we can explain this, is, that
editor (perhaps) was not

A

on hand the prev-

Montreal correspondent of the

E.

ARRINGTON,

H

vT_

—

Nashua

BROCADE DRESS GOODS,

of the Dominion of Canada to the United

paper.

And now this article quotes at length its States been ns strong ns it is now.
own article to show that it did not mention Jerome Bonaparte,a grand nephew of
what we understood it to mean, and tee Napoleon I, who has long been a resident
think the community at large understood

same way

it the

mit the

of Baltimore

we did. We will ad-

as

and a

In the most beautiful shades and colors, with the buttons to match the goods.

These Goods must be setm to be appreciated, aud are offered so cheap that they are

practising lawyer

there, is urged for the vacant position oi

technicality,that the article in

within the reach, of anybody.

United States district judge.

question did not mention the purport of its

many words;

article in so

of

a

hud and very unpopular position taken, as

was shown by

the

unanimous

Mon-

vote on

A CARD.

What the writer of that article meant, is
enough

to a boy of

twelve years

FRENCH

My

old.

due and
friends and

heartfelt thanks are

hereby tendered to

blind" in this noble cause; but we take

my

the

the Best

to

and cheapest in the Market.

finest

Gram Bags-American A’s

look

and Stark A’s-very cheap.

the sad duties of interment.
it,

A

Joun Vaupell.

Monday night
our eyes were wide open to

that tho unanimous vote on

proved that

endless variety from the Cheapest

A NOVELTY — A kid glove cleaner. In a few minutes you can make your kid glove
like new. Come and examine our celebrated Badger State Shawls. #

are

was the old tune— economy-ice-cold
community at large, for the assistancereneconomy I
Then is made in this article a very fool- dered and sympathy shown during the
trying hours of my late bereavement,and
ish attempt to show that our zeal was
It

1

COLOGNE. — The

in

lor her debts.”

day evening.
clear

Sheeting bleached and unbleached. Calicoes

A Connecticutman recently said: “Lend
me a dollar. My wife has left me, and I
want to averlise that I am not responsible

but we consider

that a very flimsy pretext to crawl out

^AILSO

A Handsome variety of

week. That assistanteditor seems to (N. H.) Telegraph says that at no time has
ho the writer of the editorials in that the sentiment in favor of the annexation

ious
,

STORE

CASH.

Holland, March

large stock of Boots

and Shoes will be

1879.

81,

always

make room. Our Grocery line

sacrificed to

full*

is

and complete.

the popular want, and that the writer of
the present and the previous articlein the

Additional ?£ofal

FOB SALE.

Hollander was "blind at a bat" to the popu-

Monday

G. A. KOTOTG LOCHS! LOCHS!
GKOCKRIES
HEW LOCKS!

fallowing describedLots In the City ef
A large quantity of Seed Potatoes
Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
night last. So Mr. Editor, we now turn
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 8, Block G, West Addition $
(Early Hose) for sale at the store of
eachi Lot 18. Block 8. Lot «, Block It, South
the table on you; warranted by your selfAddition $178 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 <& 6 in Block
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
25, as organized plat near the M. L. S. depot at
chosen position, that you were blindly
$228 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $300 each.
advocating and insinuatively working
It Seems Inpossible
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $1*25 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
agaiust a popular demand.
That a remedy made of such common, the following Lots a, 10. 11, 12, 13, and 14, In Block
We think our townsmen will concur in simple plants as Hop, Buchu, Mandrake, E. Lots 2, 4, 5 and i In Block H. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
our deduction of your flimsy pretext.
Dandelion, <&c., should make so many and
Apply to,
We are happy to state in this connection such marvelous and wonderful cures as
M. D. HOWARD.
that the Board of Education were sus- Hop Bitters do, but when old and young,
lar want, as evinced by the vote on

A

Wishes to Inform the citizensof Holland and
vicinity that he haa removed his stock of
In the Jewelrystore of

W

tained by a

unanimous vote, which

also

ple reason, that those opposed to

have no adverse vote to
base any action

on.

it, if

and Editor

any,

all testify

cured by them,

claim at all— to

Office of National Cemeteries, )
Washington, D. C., March 1, 1879. )
which

I send

no? BITTISS WILL 3IVIVB TOU.
If vou area minister »nd have overtaxed yourPcll with your pa-tnralduties;ora mother, worn
out with care and work,

city, on Monday, March 24th.

Hattie E., wife of John Vanpell, and daughter of
Ellaha Kellogg of Grand Rapids; aged 22 years

readers of your paper:

I

J

,

»

INTEND TO BUILD?

KLEYN’S

R.

J.

HARDWARE

GEO. L.

My object is to

secure the widest pos-

sible notice of this matter, in order that

the

War

Department

may

be placed in

s,

J

offered in

s

•*2

I

Capt. and A. Q. M., U. 8. Army,
In charge off National
Natl * Cemeteries.
~

him relativeto deceased soldiers

teries, whose graves are not

l-18w

GEO.

providedwith

L.

BRUNER.

Holland, Mich.

headstones, will be promptly forwarded

by him

The

to the

QuartermasterGeneral.

foliowing story almut President

A FRESH STOCK

Lincoln is certainly characteristic: Soon

Washingtonhe attended
the Foundry Church, occupying a seat
within the altar while Bishop Simpson
preached a missionary sermon. After the
collection was taken at the close of the
after he went to

GROOERY STORE
OY*

number to raise $100 to make President
Lincoln a life director of the missionary
society.
Brothers

The propositionwas put, and
A, B and C responded glibly.

But the inevitable pause
of the

'

BOOT,

finally

came. Part

money was wanting. When

the

_

Garden Seeds

on

hand.

Holland, Mich., March

22,

1879.

P.

Jr.

An

Store.

Jr.

Store on River Str. opposite Meyer A Co1* Furniture

_

:

WM.

SPRING GOODS

48-3m

XOB-28AOE SALE.
f'vEFAULT having been made in the

con-

tHm

_

C. MELIS.

Just received at

P.

& A. STEKETEE.

VJ

dltions of a certain mortgage, bear mr date
the 2Pth day of Mfly. A. D. 1872, executed by 'Galen

A large line of new Spring Stylo Calicoes and a
Kastman, of the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa
splendid lot of Ginghams, also
County, and State of ATichlgan, to Walter Wright,
of the City of Chicago,Comity o[ Cook, and State
lot of fin Drss Goods, mu
of Illinois, and recorded in the office of the Heg- A
ieterof Deeds, for the County of Oltawa, in the
Spring Styls.
S2aie of Michigan, on the firstday of June. A. 1).
t87*2„iu Liber X of mortgages, on page 402, which, Skirts, Balmorals, ^heRiogs— bleached and alsaid mortgage was for a valuable conaideradou,
lien variety.
b.eached— iu undlees
duly assignedby Thomas Lyman aud Lewis D.
-ALSO—
Webster, executors of the estate of the said Walter Wright, deceased, to Oliver A. Whitney, on the
An immense lot of Flannels, In all colors, and of
eighteenth day of February, A. D. 1879, which said
differentprices.
assignmentwas duly recorded In the said office of
Kegmerof Deeds for aaid County of -Ottawa, on
the 19th day of February, 1879, In Liber 18 of A largo stock of BOOTS, SHOES aud RUBBER
Mortgages, on page 60, by the non-payment of
Goode,
* - • r
money due thereon as provided by thetOrmsof the
A
complete
lino
of
Groceries,
which are
same, and on which mortgage there Is claimed to
be due at the date of this notice,the sum of four
always keot fresh by dootlnual arhundred aud lifiy-two dollars, (|452) with Interest
rival. bobbins' and other first-

nw

;

per

'

'w

cent,

this date, together with
an attorney fee of ton dollars,themin provided,
and no salt or proceeding at law having been institutedto lecover the amount now remaining secured by aaid mortgage or any part thereof. Note,
thirefort, by virtue of the power of sale contained
in said mortgage, and the statute lu such cases
made and provided, notice Is hereby given that on

class Soaps in large quantities.

Druga

tai Lentil boat tin Weit

Our 40

cts.

Met.

Tea beat* everything.

' > Just Reclcved Fresh
at 1 o'clock in the afternoonof that day, at the
front door of fhoC6ort House, in the City of Grand
Haven, County of Ottawi, and fftat* <4 Michigan,
(that being the place where the 'Ircult Court for the
and REID’S
County of Ottawa le holden), there will be aold at
public vendue,to the highest bidder, the lauds and
P.
A.
premises situate in the County of Ottawa aud biale
of Michigan,describedio said mortgage,or so
Holland, Feb. 8, 1879. *
much thereof a« may bo necessaryto .satisfy the
amount due on aaid mortgage ae above apeclfleo,
wl h Interestthereon at ten per cent., and all legal
coats,together with an attorney fee of ten dollare,
as provtdod for therein; said premises being described as follows, to-wit: The northwest fractional qntrter, also the east half of the southwest
quarter of section twenty-nine |29), In U'wnshlp
eight (8). north of range sixteen (18) west, containing 986 65-luO acres, more or less, according to Government aarvey ; exceptingthe northeast quarter
story of a'l the Important
of the southwest quarterof said district,heretolucibdlng Agricultural,Me.* iudhc
fore released from* said mortgage by the original industries of America,
chaolcal, Manufacturing,
Miu
luing, Commercial and
mortgagee, and will not be
other enterprises.
Gran.. Haven, March 18, 1879,
OLIVER*. WHITNEY, AuiQMtof Mortgage. ABOUT 1. 0U0 LARGE OCTAVO PAGES A15D 800
owma A Cross.
Att/tm/rvi for Aeeiqn*.
8-18i
Lowrea
Cross. Attorney
FINK
NO
LIKE IT EVER PUBLISHED.
— .
..

garden

seed

s

FLOWER SEEDS.

STEKETEE.

AtHqM*.

Second Edition

COUGHS.

The Henry Bill Publishing Oo„ Henrieh, Ot.

sRONcsms,

ui

No

ELGIN WATCHES

Prepared only by

ONLY

HAIR RENEWER
from

falling out.

SOLID
H.

BY

-

METER A

CO.,

Both theae remodie* are for sale at
Da. Schoutin’s Drug Store.

. •

.

_

:

_ _
:

Hollaml Mich. Finitin, Coiat, Sniag Hicliatj, Eto,,
RIVER STREET, HOLLAND MICH.

'

_____

Ll.

_

_

_

,

Stem and Key- Winding Watcbea,Btlrer Oases,
Fine Movement*,

i. P. Lkk, Chicago, Hi.

Elgth Street,
•-ly

!

Great Reduction in Prices of

family ought to be without It.

it

'

WATCHES

cm

Rextoreathe Hair
Original Color, and prevents

tn-8-9w.-$8.50.

the

phlegm,and act* Ilka a charm in case* of

Asm

Now in PRESS*

For term* and territoryapply at once to

t

MACALISTBR’S Cough Mixtureloosen*

WORK

ENGRAVINGS.

.......

Extra Fine Remedy for

CALL !!

BOOT.

29-ly

i

GOUGH MIXTURE.

to its

ME A

.

GANT-H00KS.
THE NEWEST, STRONGEST,
AND BEST.

l

OHILDR/BN LEE’S
GIVE

A e e

Thnie who are troubled with coughing at night,
can find Immediate relief.

Togetherwith a nice line of Coffeea,Teas, Spicea,
sermon, and as the congregation was about
Candles, Tobacco* and CIgan,
tojbe dismissed,an irrepressiblebrother Also, an assortment of CHEAP TOYS for thu
rose and proposed to be one of a given

a. a

CANT-H00KS!

Afo&r GREAT WORK,

Timothy and Excellent Fresh

Just received at the

P.

e

THE PLACE,

IER

.

A GENTS WANTED

Farmer’* Tools, Glover,

Macallister’a
and see samples at

the factory.

buried in any of the neighboringceme-

GENERAL HARDWARE,

....

we have
been requested by the Secretary of the
Holland Soldiers’Union, Mr. 0. Van
Schelven,to slate, that any information Please call
In connectionwith the above,

LOCKS, and

....

2 “
3 “
£
5 “

ivr

I

(

••

“

e

A.i

&

....$2.50 per doz.
2.25
“
“
2.00
“ 1 Parlor ............. 2.25
.........
2.00
'* 1 Common .......
1.88
“
..........
1.75
“
. .
.
1.50
tt
44
1.25
“
!!!!!!! ....
1.00

2

& Fresh

Eggs.
v

I

.

Tuesday, the 1st day of duly, 1879,

ODORS, SHOOS, SLASS, NAILS,

STS.

PRICE LZ3T.

Your obedient servant,

left with

mi

and Manufactoryon the Corner of

SEVENTH AND FISH
••

ROCKWELL,

Steketee.)

Wire, Twine and Brush,

Very respectfully,
F.

A.‘

you want to profit by
the advantages

it

operation.

surpassed

Choice Butter

will cheerfully

show the goods and explain their

per annum from

And purchaseyour goods of him,

No. 1 Carpet ......

out the law in the premises.

be

thereon,at the rale of ten

Manufacturerand dealer In

possession of the data necessary to carry

A

BRUNER (next to P. &

STORE,

Come and examine. We

Opposite the Poet-Offloe.

Always on hand.

1

We call tho attention of the public, who are. or
anticipate to build, to our Stationary Knob Shank
Mortice Lock.

X

Fresh Oysters and Sweet Cider

a-

Simple, Beautiful, Safe.

^

lot of Cooking and Eating
Apples, Potatoes,Cabbage, Turnips
and all kinds of Vegetables.

DO YOU

Office

^ ^

Also a nico

.

cemeteries.
Of course it is not intended to furnish
headstones for graves over which monuments have already been erected by relatives or friends of the deceased."

SPICES,

case.

Dfir

desired from parties in charge of such

Japan

&

which cannot

Restore Yon.

you are a man of bus- iness. weakened by the
strain of your everyday duties; ora man of letters, toiling over yom midnight work,

TEAS

CIGA(BS and TO'BACCOS.

“It is probably generally remembered
Jpvcftiscmcuts.
Hop Bitten will Relieve Yon.
that some years ago— in 1873— Congress
If you are in the work shop, on the farm, at the
passed a law providing for the erection of
desk, anywhere,and feel that your system needs
durable headstones over the graves of solcleansing,
Gray’s Specific Medicine. cating, toning or slim ulatiug, without intoxidiers of the regular aud volunteer forces
HOP BITTIBS IS WHAT TJU NZED.
of the United States whose remains are TRADEMARK. The great Eng-TRADE MARK.
liah remedy, an
If you are old. and your pulse is feeble, your
interred In the National Military Cemeunfailingcure fur
rerves unsteady, and your faculties waning,
teries. This law has boeo carriedout, and
Seminal WeakHOP BITTEH8 WILL GIVE YOU HEW LIFE
ness, Spermatorthe graves of the Nation’sdead in these
AND VIGOR.
rhea,
Impotency,
cemeteries are now permanentlymarked.
and all diseases
Try
Hop
Cough
Core
and Fain Belief.
At the instance of the War Department,
that follow, as a
Congress has recently authorized the erecsequence of Helf_ , Abase; as Los§~ -w-vs*
tion of similar headstones over the graves _
of the Union soldiers who are buried in
After Taking.
private and village cemeteries.This will Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision. Premature
be done as soon as the necessary arrange- Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In
ments can be made. In the meantime the •anity or Consumption, and a PrematureGrave.
fcifr-Full particularsin our pamphlet, which we
Quartermaster General, at Washington, desire to send free by mail to every one. CSfThe
will at once proceed to collect the neces- Specific Medicineis sold by all druggists at $1 per
sary informationns to where these head- package, or six packiges for $5, or will be aent free
If so* then Go to
by mail on receipt of the money hr addressing,
stones are required.
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
All persons having any knowledge of
No. 10 S!echanicl•,Block, Detroit, Mich.
the burial places of soldiers io private
Sold in Holland and elsewhere by all wholecemeteries whose graves are not marked, sale and retail drngglats.
are requestedto communicate the fact to

.

have on hand a flue lot of

CANDIES,

If

HOF BITT1B3 WILL ST31NQTHEH TON.
If ynu are young, and «nfferingfrom any indiscretion, or are growing too fast, as is often the

and 9 months.

many

Bitters will cure Ton.
>lijD^lJyouf«dWMk »i.d

Hop Bitten will

VAUPELL— In tble

you the inclosed Item,

I think will be of interestto

Hop

/on ,re .Imelf

dispirited,
without clear-

Deaths.

GROCERIES.
COFFEES,

If you are suffering poor health, or languish
Ing ou a bed of sickness,take cheer, for

them yourself, ami doubt no longer. See
other column.

One door west of Busman, where can be found
a complete stocu of

VALUABLE TRUTHS.
If

4

TO TEE SOLDIEBS AND THEIB
RELATIVES.

Dear Sir:

Lawyer
to having been
you must believe and try

rich and poor, Pastor and Doctor,

precludes all legal quibbling—for the sim-

-A.LBBH/S,

J.

_

:

‘

..... ...

.

-W-.

...... -

$11.00

—

ALSO

CLOCKS VERY CHEAP.

1

at

H.

WIJKHUIZBN.

Watch and Cloek maker, 9th
Reformed Church. Holland,

- _

street,

opposite Flret

Mich.

:

_

8-ig

'

_ _
_

'M

Look out

lotting!!.
Next Monday

Don’t

on Monday evening.

April

18,

1879.

county, died

work.

Don't cast a vote for anyone who

is op-

sympathizewith the

or don't

to

No

blast
in

is

Thus

110

in etatu

coming

very

in

rapidly.

parties.
- —
- —

A Kansas man who

latest change

The very

-OF—

9

any encumbrance

in the manage-

ment of the Spring Lake Republican

BOOTS & SHOES
—
—
SPRING GOODS.
E. HEROLD,

my

yes,” said he,"

Our Spring Stock has

offered ball for a

friend was asked by the judge if be

:

__

still

Klaassen

made

on
old

his farm. “ Oh,

ar-

'

Eighth Street,

Cm

o» Holland.

and will bo ready for

had rived,

A Complete fsortment of Chlldreu's tod Infsits’
•hoea for Ikll aid winter, ends foil line of
Ladles’ and tienUemaa’aweir.

inspection on

woman.”

as re-

The Fillmore Union ticket is as follows:
ported up to date, is. that Dr. Bates has
on last Satur- disposed ol the paper to.W. J. Wilson. Supervisor, G. W. Mokmn; Clerk, P. Volday, Rev. R. Pieters was made the recip No cards.
marl, and Treasurer, C. Lokker, Jr. The
- -dent of a beautiful silver headed cane, by
present supervisor, Mr. J. W. Qarvelink,
“A Friend lu need, is a friend indeed.”
have spared no pains I
the members of one of his catechetical
will also be in the field.
Such a friend is Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup,
in having our stock rank with
-classes.
which should be in every family, it costs
List of letters remaining in the Post
"Therb are too many women in the only 25 cents a bottle and may save many office at Holland, Mich., April 8rd, 1879. the best in the city, and our
assortment will be found
world; sixty thousand more women then a doctor bill. Give it a trial.
T. Rose, Charley Hassner, Charles 8.
men la Massachusetts,”growled the husplete in every department.
Price, Putnam & Thornaple.
A Georgia paper leports that on southband. “That is the 'survival of the fit» Wm. Verbeek, P.M.
(Particular attention is
bound trains two-thirds ot the passengers
test,’ my dear,” replied the wife.
called
to crur very eUgani\».
In most instances are people of the north
The Circuit Court, Judge Arnold preRev. R. T. Kuyper, pastor-electof the visitingthe “sunny south”— some on bus
siding, has now been in session for two stock of
True Reformed Church at Graafschap,is incss, but the majority pleasure seekers.
weeks, and all the criminals tried have which comprises all the latest
«ald to have left Rotterdam by steamer on
been convicted. They numbered four, in
French, English, and Gcr- 1
Overijsel has held her Township cauyesterday, and his safe arrivalis anxiousjdudiog the man Sawyer who was sent up
cus
and
nominated
for
supervisor,
C.
J.
cruelties.
ly hoped for by the members of his new
from here and who plead guilty.
The

-

OF

Just rsedred it

good demand, and gives the best of

tha visitingclergy from abroad, to outside

land, we noticed Rev. A. Wormser, of

fur seven thousand applications

sions bill, and they are

&

satisfaction. Dally shipments are

___

Is

quo, awaiting a change of weather.

Monday morning, aged

brick of Messrs. Roost

attending the session of the Classis of Hol-

Cleveland.

shipping news; everything

stock:

usrimw
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official survey,

The 0. R. Leader says that on the farm
the present incumbent will dispute th
l!rtbor just made, shows a
of Eugene Baker, about twelve miles
right to “oust” him.

through the

northeast of that city, it is reported that

Wk

gold has been discovered in paying quantities by an old California miner,

who has

been prospectingin the vicinity of Bear

have just finished at

this office a

second book job — the law case of the Nib-

making 78 pages octavo.
We humbly beg the Grand Haven attor-

belink Estate,

creek.

The^e is nothing like Opposition.No
sooner was Brass Band No. 2 organized,
but what No. 1 got aroused and favored

neys to steo into Mr. Baxter’s office in the
course of the next week, and see what they
think of the work.

25 feet channel

jetties to the sea,

with

a least

width of 440 feet, and 26 feet, with a least

width of 140 feet, 27

feet 6 inches central

•ffer

depth through the jetty channel.

idled, 50c per yard; heavy
us “tbit their City Marshal, Isaac Sanford, orade, in very choice styles,.
has made an engagement with Mr. Henry yOc per yard;
Makes CUStODl
Worms in his Muskegon store and will and finest quality in the\
The Grand Haven Newt-Journalinforms
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W

a novelty.

the

Treasurer, J»»hn Richards;Marshal, Orson

officer."

Vanderhoef; Justice of tire Peace, Asa

The

agitation of Ipcal politic8*

c.
extra

The Grand Haven Republicans have leave soon for bis new field of labor. The
music. They Were out the other night made the following nominations: Mayor, good wishes of many citizeas will go with
and the public seemed to appreciateit. Geo. Btickfiey; Recorder, Asa Reynolds; him. Ike has made a good and efficient
such

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

We would call attention to
itylM and ha«t qnallUea which
cur line of SUJtJlEGl Of th« neatestthoaper
than anybody el...
SILKS, elegant quality, full^

the public with some of their beautiful

It was

very large assortment of

Qomestic Qress Goods, from
6 ever yard upward.

of New Orleans har-

Schr. Josct has at last

been

raised.

market, 90

Specialty.
r
p R k.vanraalte.

(BLA0K\

Full line of

SILKS

reduced\
stock of Spring

at greatly

^ Our new

Work U

kyb? tw b^terSi^eS Yrup.
Reynolds; School Inspector, W. 8. Ben- A leak of about 5x10 inches was found on
which begun on Tuesday last, and which
diam; Supervisors, S. C. Glover, Wm. H. her port how, at the water line, occasioned Goods is second to none in the
was very boisterous, windy, unpleasant
Kirkland. The Democrats and Nationals undoubtedly by the sharp ice as it forced
and chilly, came a similar change in the
oity, and crur prices
nominate to-day.
its way along the moored vessel, during
weather. And what a relief it will be,
teed to CC as lew as any
tne p™- Kn^pei.., Scrofuu, Secondary Syphilis,
the twenty-four hour storm preceding i.e
Gravel, DtaWaa, and all dlaeMea In which tha
when everything is over, and matters have
The Village of Zeeland, or rather the
blood I. Implicated, la now offered to the nubile.
sinking. She has been taken to the shipassumed their wonted quietude.
Sold by all Retail DnutgtvU.Igd (wbolea^ionly)
school districtcomprising the village, is
yard of Mr. Schols, on the north side of
nrimrmi
the wbyburn mkdicinb Oo. p. o. b0*
getting out her bonds to the amount of
Services will be held at Grace EpiscoBlack Lake, for repairs.
$3,000 for the purpose of building the new
f,
pal Church, during Holy Week, as folschool. They are being printed at this
As
we
go to press three more city c»ulows: Monday, April 7|h, Tuesday and
office and we shall exert ourselves to the cusses are in progress, representingthe
Corner Canal A Bronson St |
! •
Wednesday at 7.80 p. m. Good Friday,
utmost, to have their mechanical execu- three gieat (?) politicalparties of the day,
Gan be made by examining the large
the llth, at 4.30 and 7.30 p. m., and ou
Rapids, Mich.
tion of equal attention with “the faith and the bloody-shirtcrs,the rag-baby-ites,and
new stock of
Saturday at 4.30 p. m. Easter Day serv-

RHEUMATISM,

guaranm

iraaC.
nn
n nr

l lllftU,

MoH0y ! MOHSJT

Grand

ices

(Sunday) 6 o’clock

a.

m., 10.80 a. m.,

credit of the district.”

The

and 2.30 p. m.

the stalwart bourbons, with the latter re-

Spring meeting of the classis of duced

to a

minimum number. For

FURNITURE
I

(People at a distance, please\

samples.

want

send for
| WWeh
purchased lower than era
Holland was held on Wednesday and of harmony between the Jacksonians and
will aeli cheaper than ever before.
op Hope Church,
Thursday at the First church. Rev. H. the Pomeroyans,“dem nationalism” is
FIRST
gave notice bn last Sabbath that he would
A FULL LIRE OP CARPETS, FROM THE
apparently a failure in tbit burg.
Nies presided and Rev. C. Van Der Veen
CHRAPEBT TO THE BEST.
bo absent on Easter Sunday, the 13th inst.,
was Clerk. After the usual routine busiThe
Fanny
Shrixxr
is
being
thoroughly
by reason of attendingthe spring session
Come and aeo the go^and^ascerUln
ness the classes adjourned to meet a week
refitted and repaired and about the 1st of
of the Classis of Michigan, at Centreville,
Three
doors
East
of
Kruisenga’s
Store.
from next Wednesday for the examination April will commence making regular trips
in this State, on which occasion Mr. A. A.
of the Theological Student Mr. Dosker,
Beautiful Live Qeese Feathers, Cheap.
between Saugntuck an Holland. Site will
Pfanstlehl,just graduated at the Chicago
who has accepted the call to Ebenezer make connectionswith the steamer R. C.
PresbyterianTheological Seminary will
church.
Wall Paper at Wholesale and
Brittain for Chicago. Through tickets
FILOM-ISITOE..
be examined.
Retail.
Dear Reader— Pardon us for suggest- will be sold at reduced rates. The Shriver
One of Zeeland’s famous scribblers has
la new itoro will keep a full supply of the
will
be
under
the
command
of
the
old
reing to you, foY your reflection on next
and
Bedroom Sett» and Parlor Sett*.
cast his eye beyond the wants and necessiMonday, the following: None of us de liable and well known skipper J. N. UpRev. D. Van
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Pertaries, Toilet Article Cigify coffins

for our friends. Who, then,

#

and Caskets

,

alwayN

Writing Material, Snuff,
During the week there returned to this
on hand.
And ine
Ana
the nuui
flneat BBsunnieui
assortmentof
« j— q — » *
from
Kansas,
the
two
families
of
cations, published in the Grondwet and
they not those, who take an interestin the
Van Den Heuvel. They left a few days
Hollander respectively-andour colleagues
growth and welfare of our city, promote
before and had been gone just about a
have been patterningsomewhat of late
liquors,
its prosperityand defend its rights? Is
While I thank the public for their patronageof
week. We have not learned the real cause
after De Hope, in publishinga paper for
the paat, I hope to merit and solicit a
(for Medicinaluse
a liberal slmre
there any considerationwhich can or which led to their hasty “right-about,”
ot it for tha future.
the purpose of receiving communications
And
almost
everythlog
else belonging in a well
ought to outweigh the above in maRlng but to us it looks more like home sickness
stocked drug store.
he proposesa congress on market-days.
Hi jB. Cal! and see a moat baautiftat variety •
our selection for the several offices to be than anything else. They have not been
Camp Chairs, ornaments,pictureframes, brackets
_r""
etc.,
B. RE1DBEMA.
We are informed that freight has been filled*-Be candid with yourselves.
there long enongh to observe anything The abova firm are the manufacturersof DR.
Holland, May 15., 1078.
BCUUUTEN’B
good or bad of either the soil, climate or
received by the lines which run over the
From Hamilton they write us that Mr.
Chicago and West Mich. R. R. in four
people.
HH-BOIIS AND
FILLS jq
Douglas Hojp, of whose arrest we made
days ffom New York, and that the avermention a few weeks ago, was again arA citizen’s .ticket has been nominated
age time in getting goods by the Bine Line,
Compound Syrup of Rhub&rb. ©Mbit14
aVmpie
rested on Saturday evening last, for asat
Grand Rapids, in oppositionto the na
I remedy, h anxiotu to make known to hla fellowthe Erie and North 8bore Dispatch,and
sault and battery, at the instance of
. Al —
"* ... ____ sufferetathe masna of cure. To all who desire it,
tionals, and the republicans have endorsed
beean to nationalize.In two communi-

should bo considered

ns our friends?

Are

place,

Wines &

—

etc.
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the Merchant's Dispatch Co. is from

York and
rotes as

all Eastern points,as

New

quick and
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wife’s complaint. Sucker-fishingis

going on and log running

low as by any other line. All the

is

becoming

For Mayor— Frank

Considering the changeable
the roads are g«>od. Mr. Wm.

livelier.
above lines run over the N. Y. Central anc
Erie R.

R

weather,
,

and the Great Western

nada, which

is

of

Ca-

the most direct line to New,

York and Boston.

Mohn

Chicago held her charter election on
Tuesday last. The vote cast was as fol-
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PIMPLES.
mall (Free) the recelpe for a ilmple Vegetable Balm that will remove Tan, FRECKLES,
PIMPLE8, and Bloichea, leaving the skin soft,
clear and beautiful ; also tnstruc(lonafor producing a luxuriant growth of hair on a bald head or
amooth face. Address, Inclosing8c. stamp,

Controller— H. Bremer.

Treasurer— William Sears.
Director of Poor— A.

repu-

DeHeus.

Marshal— Richard Stack.

tation is in the ascendant.

BEN.

VANDKLF

A CO.,

80

Ann

Members of Board df Review— J. W.

St.,

N. Y.
1-flftw

on Wednesday evenin Williamson and L. D’Ooge.
lows:
P. 8.-r-The latest news is that the Demowas an unwelcome sound. It was occasi
Harrison, democrat ................25,146
te and Nationals have united upon one
oaed by the burning of one of the chimWright, republican ....... ........ 20,118
leket, with Henry 9. Smith for Mayor.
neys of the Germnuia House, on Eighth
Schmidt,socialist ..................11,576
street, and the fierce wind, prevailing at
At the People’s First Ward Caucus, held
5Q.940 the time, together with the close proximity
n Wednesday, a committee of three was
This Is the first time in fourteenyears of other frame buildings made the populaippointed to act as a Citizen’s Ward Comthat the democrats have come out victon tion rather nervous for a little while.
littee. As we are informed, the actioa
on a city election. Mr. Harrison is a man However, no damage was done, with the
brought about by the disgraceful conof goo<l reputation and owes his election exception that it broke up a fine congreThe

„

all

I will

has his building well under way,
As ^a carpenter,Mr-

night.

Lettellicr.

Clerk— Charles W. Warrell.

and is going to build another one very

soon.

day or

a majority of the nominees:

consumptives.
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Prescriptionscarefully compound at

still

to the demigogtaal

tude taken by his opponent.

The
of

atti-

.

(<special meeting” of the citizens

Holland,held on Monday evening, in

pnnnanoe of

the call of the

cation, for the purpose of authorizingthe

ered to hear the Rev. Mr. Steffens of
Zeeland deliver the

classical

sermon. En-

gine No. 2 was prpmpt on the grounds— at

,

Headed the “People’s Caucus”
jy evening at Roosts’ store,

A

on

Tues-

and who

a public nature

to

Watchmakers | Jewelers,

de-

,

People’! Caucus was held on

Very Low Prices.
coat.”

mits them to act

A complete

*
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t-BP

and after a format T. R.
il wards,
according to .
population,
- Beck
_______
and O.
C. Doesburg; Justice of Several
the resolutions upon which the the Peace, G. VanSchclven: Aldermen faDd thus prevent the gatheringof a lot of
.

people were expected to vote, the building for the several wards as follows: 1st, L. j loafers and street vagabonds in a public
committee of the Board gave their infor- Sprietsma; 2d, D. De Vries; 8d. H. Boone ij meeting simply to have them told to their
mation relative . to the wants of a new 4th, J. Kuite. The ballot for Clerk was g face that they are rowdies and that their
building, and satisfiedall those present of tie between John A. Roost and J. Ten
the propilety of the measure. Heuce, the Eyck and was decided by lot in favor of
vote was unanimous.
the latter.

their

parents.

stock;

come and

see for yourself.
Remaining Proprietyra of the

was nominated: Mayor, E. J. Harrington; Mayor J. Van Landegend and Pmf. Cbas.
the importaace of Supervisor,G. Van Schelven; Clerk, J. 0colt— is to be considered as an initiatory
of educational matters. The president Ten Eyck; Treasurer, D. R. Meengs; Mar- step to have our city conventions hereafter
and secretary of the Board acted in their shal, J. Vaupetl; School Inspectors, Profs.
posed of delegates duly elected by the
bom pot

demanded by

refpectlve capacities

_

Having bought everything new we can aell lower
with a small profit, than old atock can be sold "at

DEALERS IN

monstrate the fact that while the law per-

TueA

& co.

In opening thte store we open the flneat amt
1araeatFurniture store in Ottawa Co., and reaped fully Invite our old cuatomera to com. and examine onr .lock of jtooda, conilating of the flneat
and beat klndu of furniture to the cheapest,Including all the laU*t atvlea, anch aa East Lake,
Queen Anne, etc., which we offer at

pretty well attended, although not to the

reading of

STORE!

Ninth & River Streets.

and be consideredas a
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Board to loan an additional sum besides day evening at the store of Messrs. Roost man, their parenU or guardians should
what the Board were authorized to loan & Son. Hon. J. Roost presided and Dirk not The Idea in appointing ibis CommitJewelry & Fancy Goods.
- without the consent of the people, was
R. Meenga scribed. The followingticket tee-consistingof Dr. F. 8. Ledeboer,exextent

NEW

Have re-opened their extenalve Furniture 'bualneae, cloaed by the trig Are of 1871, on the corner of

aving arrived at the age of matarity use
every occasion of

fire, of course.

The

S. A. WILSON. 181 Penn St..
Wllllamibnrgh,
N. Y.

Joslin&Breyman, H w verbeek

uct of that portion of our populationwho

gation in the First church that had gath-

Board of Edu- the

a copy of the prescription need, (free
0j cj,lrge,) with tne dlrecUona for preparing and
natng the tame, which tkev will nnd a auto core
for Consumption, AsUuaa, Bronchitis, Ac.
Partieswishing the prescription, will please
address,

fire-alarm

.

to a great extent

reM

li "
only,)

All Kinds of Spectacles.

IFHCEnSTrx
Planing Mill,
We are prepared to manntactnrelurnltnreto ordei
and can afford to aell common ware very cheap.

Fall Line of Gold Peas.

We
of

I Hoiaao.

March

84.

1878.

.

l-ly.

alao keep ouraetvee prepared to do allklsd*
Planing Matching,Ke-aa wing, making of Door.

H. W.
Hollars,Mich., July

VERBEEK & Co.
18,
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TOKEN.

searched the jewel-cases, meet the demands on , her courage and
the
papers,
and
the inkstandfrom which her time by such a burden.
a. . iroDDA&D.
_ the pen
_ .; but in vain.
^nd, though she only distantly alluded
Edith had taken
Clad in purple, >ai in hie palace,
och had vanished. No trace to any pecuniary difficulties,the very
The brooch
A powerful UnB, in the days of old;
fact of parting with so valuable a family
They brought him wine in a beautifulchalice,
of it could
Whoie gems
crusted in
gold.
jewel was enough to prove the straitsin
ire was both
The young
young minx. Yes, there can be which they had fall an.
way then
>fc of it!
it
no doubt
I am seldom so utterly
Paul lingered till the last moment of
» disbanded,
befooled.
But
who
could
have
believed
his
time, and then departed,more than
len.
such a thing? She really looked like a before convinced of the innocence of
He came in pioudly and held up a jewel,
lady. Well, she shall suffer for it, cost his fair client, and equally conscious
Held it with both hands over his head;
what it will ’ I’ll have no mercy. Mr. that she appeared to him most lovely
Its light waa lovely,its light was cruel;
But, cruel or lovely,the light was red.
St. Croix, now am I not justified? You and fascinating.
*
are witness. Look here at this receipt.”
It shot out sparkles; it was a glory,
“Pray, Mr. Trevaux, what witnesses
And he displayed the graceful handA terrible splendor, a heart of fire;
No one light like it, in song or story,
yon to ci
call in defense of the priswriting of his young client to Mr. St. have you
For who had that had his soul's desire
oner? ” asked the magistrate, in an acCroix’s stern eyes.
“A trick, of course. You never can cent of severity that perhaps covered
Its brightness shone over land and ocean,
Far-reaching— a daxxling,blinding light;
be up to them ; they have as many dis- the dangerous yearnings of indulgence
Creating wonder and strange devotion.
guises as a detective,”he returned. in his heart.
A sense of love and the sense of might.
“Simply Mr. St. Croix and his dog,”
“However, I shall be very happy to
“ Who bath jewels like thine gmsadM^
bear witness in the matter, Mr. Garnet,” replied the young man, calmly. “I behe added, pocketing the jewels which lieve they are both in court, and, if I
It grew where the rivers are golden-sanded,
he had just purchased from Mr. Gar- can extract no information from them,
With others— it does not compare with them
net’s store, leaving the jeweler to the I can only plead absence of any real
“ I say to thee, monarch, It is a token
proof for my client.”
indulgence of his wrath.
Of the masters, that ever on earth remain;
And if by chance any pari is broken,
There was a general buzz as the large
It is nothing less, but is whole again."
Newfoundland appeared by the side of
“ Young woman, we have a warrant
Thus in Gallic Latin— your Southey will show it—
his master, and looked round the
against
you. You must come with us,”
Two hundred and fifty years ago.
crowded court with dignified inquisiWrote the great de Thou of an early poet;
said two ferocious-lookingindividuals,
tiveness. But, when his eyes fell on
But what the meaning he did not known.
or, at least, they had a most formidable
Edith, the qreature could scarcely bes
appearance in the eyes of the poor girl
I know his secret, without his learning;
restrainedfrom rushing to her to disI have divined it by my deep art;
and her invalid brother as they entered
play the strange regard he had conceived
It is only dark to the undiscerning their humble apartment.
This parable of the poet's heart!
visible.-

He

’

__

recollection by a smart tap on the close-

ly-shavenpate, from the metal of a long
tobacco-pipe which every pedagogue
carries about
bout him.

My

i
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I
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“For what? There must be some

—Scribner for April,

EDITH’S BROOCH.
“There, that’s enough, young woman,”
said the harsh voice of Mr. Garnet, the
jeweler, as a young and timid female
stall lingered near his counter. “I have
made you the offer. If you like to take
it, well and good; if not, you had better
be off at once.”
Still the girl hesitated.

“Can you not do any more for me?
The brooch is so very valuable. It has
been prized as one which is extremely
rare,” she pleaded.

“Mr. St Croix,” said Paul, calmly, “may
mistake,”faltered the girl, shrinkingly.
I ask if you have examined your dress,
“Not at all. We never make misas you wore it on the day when the
takes. Ain’t your name Edith Montbrooch was lost— I mean, so as to make
rose? ” they asked, sharply.
it absolutely certain it cannot have been
The girl bowed her head.
carried off by you in ignorance. Of
“Ah! yes; it’s all right. And weren’t
course, I distinctly mean that the trinket
you in the shop of Mr. Garnet yestermight have clung to some part of your
day, jeweler, in Old Bond street?” was
garment while you were utterly unconthe next query.
scious of its very existence, and I am
And again the assent was mutely
sure, for this young lady’s sake, you will
given.
pardon the question.”
“Very well. Then you’re the right
“ It in impossible. I have worn them
person ; and if you don’t choose to give
ever since the day. I must have
up the brooch you stole we must take
detected such an involuntarytheft had
you off at once to prison,” was the reit been committed,” replied Mr. St.

“My good girl, do be reasonable. I ply.
" I have no brooch. It is false ! I
have given my ultimatum. I never
make two prices,” said Mr. Garnet, sold it.” exclaimed the girl, with flashsharply. “I
‘I<can waste no more time on ing indignation in her eyes and face.
“Ha, ha! We know what all that
you.”
And the jeweler turned from the means. We must search the house if
young lady— for lady she was, in all her you are still obstinate, young lady,” relook and attitude and tone— to a cus- turned the elder man.
“There are but three rooms on this
tomer who had just entered the shop.
"Is my pin finished yet ?” he inquired. floor that belong to me. I and my
And Mr. Garnet turned off to a brother and sister lodge here,” she reneighboring drawer to bring the trinket
forth from its hiding-place.
“There
'There it is, Mr. Trevaux. I hope
hone it
will prove all satisfactory, sir,” was the
civil reply, as the jeweler brought it to
the ooun
ounter. “It was a tiresome job,
and we shall be obliged to charge' ac
oordingly. It will be $40, sir.”
Mr.r. Trevaux
Tre
drew out his purse, and
paid the money without further com-

ment
But, as

he did

so, his

glance fell on

the splendid diamond-and-rnby brooch
that was still reposing on the counter

near its shrinking mistress, and then
it turned on the young lady herself
with keen though not attentive observation.

Hers was a face and figure that could
well bear inspection.

plied, sadly.

“My

brother is in one of
ill. Please do not

the rooms. He is

shock him by such a dreadful falsehood,”
she went on presently.
“That’s your look-out;not ours. You
should not have done it,” the man answered, gruffly.
But the other whispered a few words
to him that somewhat modified his
hardness,and, when they pursued their
search to the invalid’s room, they so far
softened their manner as to refrain
from fully explaining their errand to
the astonished Cecil
“Well— well ; it’s very clevsrly hidden,
but you’ll be made to turn it out, young
lady,” said the official “You must
come with us, and, if you choose to tell
your siok lad there not to expect you
back, it will, perhaps, save some

Paul’s gaze furtivelyrested on her trouble.”
~ ms, while the jeweler Poor Edith shivered, but her love for
winning charms,
wrapped up the beautiful breast-pin the suffering Cecil prevailedover her
that had been so costly in its repair.
woman’s fears, and she quietly told him
Then the young man lounged care- she might have to give some evidence
lessly about the shop, examining its about a lost brooch, and that the
precious contents, and now and then younger sister Mabel would take her
ask ing the price of the tempting articles, place in his room. And, with this last
while Edith Montrose once again spoke brave attempt to conceal her suffering,
to Mr. Garnet, in a low, eager tone.
she departed with her rough escort to
“The brooch is worth $500, I have the degrading destination of the Police
often heard. I will be content with
4
$300. Can you not give it to me ? Even
The ordeal there was brief enough.
then it is a great loss,” she added plainThere was no defense; but still only
tively.
presumptive proof of her guilt. So a
Mr. Garnet hummed and hawed,
remand, and a humane permissionto oclooked again at the jewel, and again apcupy a room under surveillance instead
peared to give way.
of going to a common prison, was given
“Well, well, I always was rather soft
by the indulgence of the bewildered
when youth and beauty were in the
and doubting magistrate.
case. I expect I shall lose ; but it cannot be helped. I will give you the
money. There, write this receipt and
“Miss Montrose, I have obtained leave
jour name and address, and it shall be to see you. I trust you will pardon the
a bargain.”
liberty I am taking in this self-introducEdith sic
sighed deeply, but there was no tion, and in obtaining permissionto
alternative;a voung -sister and an in- take up your case,” said a gentleman,
valid brother aepended on her for sup- who had just been announced to the
young prisoner in the rough-and-ready
*
of her jailer.
*
Was it for her to prefer a trinkst, style
And Paul Trevaux stood before her,
nowever valuable, to their comfort and
welfare?
with a frank yet respectfulair that was
The thought emboldenedher to con- adapted to win at once her confidence
quer feminine repugnance to such a and her respect.

Court.

fl

'

sacrifice.

“You

The pen was seized and the

acquit-

tanoe given
_
during the brief absence of

the jeweler.
But as he returned

to his post with

the bank notes another customer entered,

followed by a large Newfoundland dog,
who made up to Edith and fawned upon
her with singular marks of affection;
while his master began to inquire for
the articlesthat

he

required
d from Hie

store.

Will you please give me
in a
alow
low tone,
to
as the stranger deliberately turned over
the things he had demanded to be
“Can I

that
lat

go?

sum?” faltered Edith

shown.
Mr. Garnet turned sharply round,
gave the girl the bank-notes,and then
devoted himself to his more profitable
customer.
Meanwhile, Edith Montrose left the
shop, and was followed for some distance
By Paul Trevaux, though she was too
much engaged with her own .thoughts
to observe his movements, or
Ms very existence.
"What kind of brooch were you wanting. Mr. Bt. Croix?” asked the jeweler
of his remaining customer. “I have not
long since purchased one of exceeding
value and beauty, which I should like to
.show you.”
Mr. Garnet looked round to point out
the jewel in question; but it was not
~

for her.

are very kind, but I do not
she said, timidly. “I have
no friends to help me to prove my innocence, and it is unfair to expect a
stranger to believe when proof is so
strong against me.”
“Never mind whether it is fair or not,”
he replied, smiling. “It is enough that
I do trust you as I would myself, and
that, being a budding barrister,I intend
to win laurels
in vin
_______
_ dicating you triumphantly as an innocent lady. Will
you allow such presumption?”
Edith’s eyes filled with tears for the
first time since her mifortunes.
“You are indeed good and kind,” she
said, “and I do assure you from my
very heart that I am innocent— quite
guiltless of the theft;” and her color
rose indignantlyat the degrading word.
“No; I sold the brooch in question to
Mr. Garnet, and received the
_______
money
and left the jewel, while he was engaged
with another gentleman— the one with

know

you,”

a large dog, I

“And

mean.”

are you sure the brooch was

on

the counter then?” he asked.

'Quite sure,” «he replied, and then
the subject dropped, and the conversation turned on other tppics, and Paul
heard, without much difficulty,the sad
story of the young girl’s early troubles;
how| ishe
and her brother and <sister had
--------------been left orphans, and that all her energies had been taxed to the utmost to

_

_

_

,

_

Croix, gravely,

And
d your
your;dog! may

I venture— or

kindly undertake to pass this
comb through his hair?” resumed the
will you

barrister.

There was a general laugh in court;
but Paul was not to be turned from his
purpose.
He came forward, and passed the
comb through Neptune’s thick coat of
hair without effect. But just when a
cry of derisive contempt was uttered by
Mr. Garnet there was a sharp, light
sound on the floor of the court.
The missing brooch had become entangled in the innermost recesses of the
shaggy mane, just below his broad
leatherncollar,and Neptune stood convicted of felony.

But he was not only freely shielded
from punishment by a pardon, but some
few months afterwards he was made a
wedding present to Mrs. Paul Trevaux,
nee Edith Montrose.
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A

Blrd'House.

My

bird-house is not my own invenI read in some newspaper that an
ojster-kegmade a good bird-house,
and an oyster-keg is what you must
have in tfip first place. Most of you

RUM

tion.

THE NEW YORK SUN.

know what these kegs are, and can
or some
oyster-man.Leave the heads in, and
stop up the bung-hole; then cut a round
hole, two' inches in diameter, in the
side, about twdfaches from the end you
design for the floor of your house, and
easily get one from some store

oheapeat and

Ml

totoreeUnx paper In tbe United

aim k

the peo-

“"^Tw: NOLAND.

N.T.OUjr.

CONSUMPTION
®n»ble only when epoolaU?treatedaa a dlseue of tbe
nenee of orianlc life.
me. Explanatory
Exp
circular, worthy of
perusal. A-ee. Address

DB. R. B. HEINTZELM AN,
1 Grewt JwneeSt.,K»w Turk City.
keg with pieces of rough bark. If you
have a^ wood-pile to go to, you can prob- THE LATEST SUNDAY HOMING SBEibgS
ably find logs from which you can pry
off wide, curving pieces that will go half
C. H.
AND
round your little house; but if not, you
must get smaller bits from trees in
the woods, and trim them with a

SPURGEON

REV.

REV. DR.

knife

to

fit side

by

side

TALMAGE,

; no

matter if the joinings are not very close,
when the house is fastened on some arAgent
bor or trellis, no eyes but the birds’ can
Addn
B.
A1TKKN,
SbCT0n£d&Ofk.
possibly see the crevices, and they are
not critical, bright as 4hey are. Use
Agent* Wanted ererywhere
toeellto families,hotels and
small brads for nailing on the bark, and,
Utf* oonaumert
•took In the country:qnalltj
if driven in a little <m the slant, they
will hold the bark more securely. For
a roof, nail two wide strips of bark to
the upper rim of the keg in such a position that their upper edges will meet PORTABLE RNOINK, owned and manufactured ex.
duaijelyby J. C. TODD, at Paterson, N. J., and acid at
to form a gable just in the middle above lO Barclay St.. New York, end hr my egenu in dlf.
the door. It is not necessary to have ferantcities. TnU last invention Is e greet improveon the old style,beinx simplified, and is sold et
this roof water-tight, because the head
of the keg will keep ont the rain ; trim
off the upper edges of the bark roof- Send for
ft olronlere.
sides so that they will meet closely, but,
if they do not stay togetherwell, bore a
few holes and take several stitches with
!
fine wire, and your work will be better.
The house will look prettierif you
make the roof both wide and deep, THE CHURCH OFFERING,
113 |>erdoxen),hu the beat arranged end Urgeet
giving what, in a real house, would be
collection of Mualo for Kplaconnl Choir* ever
published, f Venilee, 19 Gloria Pauls, 21 Glorias,
called “overhanging eaves.”
he.. Ac., all In Anthem form, l>etldesa Urge variety
Last of all, fill up the open spaces
of Chants,end Antbeme for ChrieUnaa,KANT Kit
_____ ___ ____
„ pr
preparedexpressly
and other Festivals.
AUhonxh
under the gables with bits of bark
for the Episcopal Service,the Uiye number of
fine Antbuma renders it one of the beet Anthem
trimmed to fit, and nailed to the sides
books for ell Choirs.
of the keg. Now, your bird-house is
complete! Nail it on the top of the
Easter Music ! Easter Carols !
grape arbor, or in the crotch of a tree,
and hang a bit of cotton-wooland a few
Easter Anthems I
Bend for lists.
hairs about the door, which the birds
will read as we read the sign “To let,” CANTATAS FOB SCHOOLS AND SEMI.
N A R IK*. 'Among many^nod one* maybe menand see if you do not have wrens and
tinned
rvinir (75 cerMe), I.raeonla
blue-birds coming to look at the vacant
Charity (« cent*), Oimrallnu Aacel (So cents).
weeuvaewee («>
w wvsssot/,
u
Coronation
cents). Culprit
Fay (il), end
house, and, at last, some nice little
Fairy Bridal (to cent*).
couple “concluding to rent it for the
The presentnnmber of the Wbiklt Musical Record
summer.”
is fall of Easter M usle. Send > cents for it.
No matter if your house is not ready
BICTVARDftON’S NEW METHOD FOB
THE PIANOFORTE (S3 to) is the most pop.
until late in the season. I do not think
alar ever Issued, aa proved positively by the sale of
all the birds get to housekeeping before
hundred! of ihoueatult of eopit*.KtamlneIt
Any Book Mailed for RetuH Price.
June, and you know often they build
more than one nest in the course of the
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
summer ; so, unless there are too many
C. If. Dltson
J. K.. IMison ikCoH
cats about, I think you may be pretty
843 Broadway,
922 Chestnut St. Phila.
sure of a tenant.
When I made my little house, I had
L0.0.P.
no idea it would last more than one
K.of P.
L0.GT.I
summer, but it has weathered the storms
K.of H.
of four winters and still looks well.
all ixher Societies
Every spring the wrens and blue-birds
A COm Columbus,
squabble and fight for possession of it
Ohio. Send for Prior lAmt
Militaryan* Firemen's Goods, Banners ft Flags
—the wrens, I am sorry to say, always
coming off conquerors! And every
spring I watch the nest-buildingfrom
my window with great satisfaction.—
“ O'B.” in St. Nicholas for April.
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Snails as Feeders.
Snails, being great eaters,meet their

REGALIA

,

eaten. The paludine forms are sought after by
all sorts of water birds, particularly
ducks and rails ; while the thrushes and
just reward by being

|

I

other birds crush the shells of the land
snails and extract their juicy bodies.
The woodland birds, however, will not
eat the naked-bodiedslugs; the slime
sticks to their beaks and soils their
feathers; but the ducks seem to have
no such dainty prejudices. Some mammals, like the raccoons and wood-rats,
also eat them ; insects suck their juices,
and the carnivorous slugs prey upon
one another. Lastly, man, the greatest
enemy of the brute creation, employs
several species of snails for culinary
purposes. By the Romans they were
esteemed a great delicacy, and portions
of plantations were set apart for the cultivation of the large, edible Helix
pomatia, where they were fattened by
the thousand upon
on bran sodden in wine.

man encampments were. They are still
regarded as a delicacy in Italy and
France, the favorite method of preparation being to boil in milk, with plente-

ous seasoning. Frank Buokland says
that several of the larger English species are excellent food for
ple,

hungry peo-

and recommends them either boiled

in milk, or in winter raw, after soaking

i I

The

Electric Light— Is It a Failure!

For some time nothing has been
heard from Mr. Edison of his progress
in dividing and cheapening the electric
light. For some months no addition
has been made to the experimental
lights which are kept burning rather as
advertisements than as practicalilluminators. The corridor of the Equitable building continues to be lighted
with electricity, but the example set
there has not been followed. Almost the
only serious effort made on this side of
the ocean to supersede gas by electricity
for the usual purposes of a light was that
made in the Assembly Chamber of the
new Capitol at Albany. The Commissioners were understoodto be anxious
to introduce the new illuminatorif its
practicabilitycould only be proven, and
a single evening session successfully
held without the aid of gaslight would
greatly have encouraged the development of the new industry. It was announced that one inventorafter another
had privately exhibitedhis apparatus in
the
chamber, and for days
at
time had had opportunity

water. Someol,
the French restaurantsin London have
new
them placed regularly upon their bills
a
of fare. Thousands are collected anto study, and if he could to
nually and sent to London as food for
overcome the difficulties of successfully
cage-birds. Dr. Edward Gray stated, a
lighting a room in which the problem
few years ago, that immense quantities
were shipped alive to the United States was much simpler than usual. Yet not
only has the electric light not been
“as delicacies;” but I am inclined to
consider this an exaggeration.The used for a single session, but none of
same author records that the glass-men the inventorsor patentees have risked

for an hour in salt and

a single public exhibitionof his device.
the The inference is that the light, in all
the forms in which it has hitherto been
fields and hedges on the Sunday before
the feast.— Ernes f Ingersoll, in Scrib- introduced here, is a failure even for
the purpose of lighting a single great
ner for April.
apartment for two or three hours.
Much more is there reason to believe
Chinese Schools.
that an attempt to apply it to domestic
The remarkable example of the ecpurposes, where it must be much furcentricity of the Ohinese turn of mind
ther subdivided,would be a failure.—
is noticeablein their schools, where, inNew York Sun.
stead of silence being inculcated, as
might naturally be considered so essenLight in i New Light
tial, every child is expected to bawl out
the lesson that he is committing to
Among the guests at one of our
memory at the top of his voice; and the houses of summer resort last season
babel1 which is the result may be more was a blind man who could not “see a
easily imagined than described. 'When hole through a ten-foot ladder.” When
a Ohinese boy goes up to repeat his the hour of retiring arrived the landlord
lesson, he does not stand facing his tu
tu- said to him : “Here’s your light, Mr. B.”
tor, but turns his back upon him, and “ What do you suppose I want with a
hence repeating a lesson goes by the light?” was the reply. “Oh, thunder,”
familiar name of “backing” it. This rejoined the astonished host, "I didn’t
method of recitationhas an excellent suppose you would go to bed in the
effect in keeping the boy on
c
the qui dark. I thought you might feel round
vive to avoid mistakes,
es, for
lor no sooner your room better if it was lighted.”
does he commit one than he is called to Portland (Me.) Transcript,

at Newcastle once a year have
feast, collecting the animala

a
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But the Americans could learn somewas taken from maple and oak trees thing of my people. Confucius said
Well-Known Actor Murdered by * De- overlooking the spot of Maj. Andre’e that drink was worse than a rattlesnake
pend*.
death, he had brought back and placed —rattlesnakes don’t abuse their own
[Marshall (Texas)Cor. Ghlcaco Times.]
above the tomb in the Abbey, where he children.The Chinese think drinking
The members of the Wsrde-B any- trusted it would long remain as a token vexw bad; but they do something very
more combination went to the depot to of the kindly feelings that might be bad, too— thev smoke opium. But the
man who smokes opium doesn't abuse
take the train going north, on the way called forth by such tragic events.
his children — he only hurts himself.”
out of the State, after an engagement
bear in the fall, and this wreath, which

A TEXAS TRAGEDY.

month. Every enduste ouenateed

*

pajtns rtte

idl»e*»c*.General De.
atoa, Pains In the Bac k,

•0"rt|D®:
KMnaya,
g«M are oared to

Util* REMEDY.
loousanaaoi infants are slowly starting because ui the

m

I I CURED FREE

hygiene.

weeks in the principal cities
C.
Porter and Miss Josephine Baker went
into the restaurantadjoining the waiting-room to get coffee and lunoh. In
the rear of lie room is a saloon, with
the door open between. James Currie,
a Texas Pacific railroad detective, was
seated alone in the saloon where he
could see those in the restaurant. Shortof several

of

VOUNCMEN^Mty:

Texas. Maurice Barrymore, B.

Imporfectlr nouriahea the sjatem, sines it is
only pirtialljr assimilatedby the blood. Pate,
haggard mortals, with dyspepticstomachs, impoverishedcirculation and weak nerves, experience a marked and rapid improvementin
their physical conditionby availing themselves
of that sure resource of the sick ana debilitated,
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters.This genial tonic
and alterative lends an impetus to the processes
of digestion which insnree an adequate development of the materials of blood, liber, and
muscular tissue. Moreover, it soothes and
lengthens overwrought or weak nerves, counteracts a tendency to hypochondriaor despond
ency, to which dyspepticand bilious persons
are peculiarly liable, and is an agreeableand
wholeromeappetizer and promoter of repose.
The infirmitiesof age, and of delicate female
constitutions,are greatly relieved by it; and it
is a reliable preventive of, and remedy for, ma-

Village Boards of Health.

Writing in Scribner for April of Dr.
Roosa’s recent address before the New
York State Medical Society on the
“Relationsof the Medical Professionto
the State,” Dr. Holland thus discusses
a very important topic
Dr. Roosa very wisely says that there
ly after the entrance of the above-named should be a Board of Health in every
persons, Currie, in a . loud voice, made county and every town, and that there
should be no man upon it who has not
an insulting remark about Miss Baker.
Barrymore replied: “You are mis- a scientific, medical, or legal education.
taken there; this lady is under our pro- He furthermore says that “not a schooltection. You must not insult her,” and house, not a jail, not a hospital, not a
added, noticing Currie’s evident intoxi- sewer, should be built unless competent
cation: “We don’t want to have any sanitary advice, with power to enforce larial fevers.
trouble with
— v it, be given.” This is all right, as far
A Word to Doubters.
Currie rose to his feet, and, advanc- as it goes, but it does not go half far
There is a good old English maxim that
enough. The truth is that every pri- teaches ns to “ believeevery man honest until
ing, said : “Will you take it up?”
Barrymore answered : “No ; we don’t vate house that goes up should be built we know liim to be a villain.”American cuswant to take it up; we are both un- under public sanitary supervision.Men tom scorns to have reversed this law and apare dying in New York every day be- pears to make every man a villainuntil ho has
armed. Leave us alone.”
proved himself an honest man. As with peoCurrie walked nearer, and, with the cause houses are built improperly. The ple, so with things. Every article placeu in
words, “I don’t like to be talked to this arrangements for plumbing and ventil- our markets can lay claim *to popular favor
way,” drew a six-shooter and fired, the ation are not only incompetent,but ut- upon intrinsic merit and value alone. Continued popularity, therefore, is proof positive
bad passing through Barrymore’sleft terly vicious and murderous. Men put of intriusio excellence. Dr. Pierce’s Family
up
buildings
all
over
the
country
just
arm and through the upper part of his
Remedies are far more popular to-day than
chest, coming out below the shoulder at as they please. We have built houses ever before. The people have tested them and
for human dwellings, and we have never know them to be genuine remedies for the disthe back.
eases they are recommended to euro. The
At this *Porter stepped forward, and, yet been questioned by any public offi- Golden Medical Discovery and Purgative Pelplacing his hand on Currie’s shoulder, cer as to how many fatal traps we had lets are the best alterative,tonic, and cathartic
said : “Come, now, you’ve had enough set for human life. House poisoning remedies that can be used in chronic diseases
has now become the most common form of the stomach and liver. The world-wide
of this.”
popularityof the Favorite Proscription, as a
With an oath Currie threw the re- of poisoning.Diphtheria,pneumonia never-faffingremedy for Female Diseases,
volver down against Porter’s body and and typhoid fever are the constant, would have alone secured to its discoverer the
fired, the ball passing through his ab- daily demonstration of vicious modes fame he has so richly won. Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
domen and coming out at the back. A of building, and there is no authority, Remedy, of which Dr. Pierce is also proprietor, is recommendedby those who have tested
bystander came in, and Currie fired at apparently, to prevent the formation of its virtues as a aafe and reliable remedy for cahim, but missed. Porter sank to the the sources of these diseases. A builder tarrh tu its worst forms.
floor in an unconscious condition. He puts up a block, and offers his houses
Perfect purity is restored to tho circulation
lived fifty minutes. Barrymore’s for sale. The buyer sees everything when contaminated,if Bcovill’b Blood and
wound is fearful,but is not considered fair, for the sources of disease are cov- Liver Syrup is taken. Scrofulous,rheumatic
dangerous. After the shooting Currie ered from sight, but he moves in, and and morenrial disordersare completelyvanquished by it, persistencein the use of the
drew a second revolver,and, with one one after another of his family sickens remedy being alone required to accomplish a
at full cock in each hand, defied arrest. and dies, and he learns, at last, that he cure. Eruptions of all kinds, sores, chronic
There had been no witnessesto the af- has dealt with a criminal, and that the rheumatism, gout, liver complaint and goitre
yield to its remedial action, and it not only
fair except the bar-keeper and the lady. municipality or the State has afforded
pnrifies the blood, but vitalizes the system:
A policeman, an old man without aims, him no protection.
Sold by all druggiats.
entered soon after, when Currie put up
The truth is that wo not only need
CHEW
his revolvers, and quietly submitted to to have Boards of Health established in
The Celebrated
arrest.
many places where they are not, but we
“ Matchless"
Wood Tag Plug
Excitement over the affair grew in in- need to have their powers much enTobacoo.
tensity until the* lynching of Currie by larged where they exist. No one, we
Tm Pioneer Tobacco Company.
the enraged populace seemed probable. suppose, can doubt the great usefulness
Mew York. Boston and Chicago.
It is regarded as the most damnable of our New York Board of Health, but
Colds and Couohs.— Sudden changes of
murder that has taken place in Texas if they could be armed with powers
climate are sources of Pulmonary and Bronfor many years, and, it is thought, will that would enable them to act more dihurt the State very much. The com- rectly upon the prevention of disease chial affections. Take at once “ Brown's Bronbination is still at Marshall. Porter’s they could be much more useful. If chial Troches," lot the Cold, Cough, or Irritaremains were placed in a casket and they could have authorityto dictate the tion of the Throat bo ever so slight 25 cents
will be sent North. Barrymore’s condi- plumbing and ventilation of every struc- a box.
tion at last reports was favorable.
ture, private as well as public, erected in
An Ohio man has bequeathed $10,000
Currie has lived in Texas several this city, they could save the city a large to distribute tracts setting forth the inyears. He was formerly a scout with percentage of its cruelist mortality. If jurious qualities of lager beer.
Custer, and lived in Kansas, where he they could have the control of the cleanCertainlyone is not wise if he purchases
killed two men. He was engaged by ing of the streets, does anyone doubt
:

_

you.”

_

organ before obtainingthe latest catalogue
work- that they would greatly improve the anv
and circulars of the Mason A Hamlin Organ
ing up the cases of Sam Bass’ gang of health of the city? We talk about the Co. See advertisement,and Bend postal card
train-robbers, and was lately a private adulteration of food as if that were a asking for them, and they will come free.
detective on the road. He is large, great thing, and our Board of Health
the Texas Pacific as a detective in

|

powerfully built, and a regular rough- busies itself about it in the absence of
and-ready of the frontier, and, when in other work, but the adulteration, the
liquor, quarrelsome and overbearing.
absolute poisoning, of the air we breathe,
is of amost infinitely more importance.
Dr. Roosa speaks of what is done in
A Literary Curiosity.
The following, sent us by an intelli- the way of preventive medicine by our
gent lady correspondent,is one of the wise system of quarantine, by which the
city has been saved from destructive
most remarkable compositions we have
epidemics. With our yellow-feverlesever met with. It evinces an ingenuity
son
of last year fresh in memory, it
of arrangement peculiarly its own. Exreally seems as if towns should learn
planation:The initial capitals spell,
“My boast is in the glorious cross of something. There is no question that
all these epidemicsbecome fatal in the
Christ.” The words in italics, when
degree in which the air is vitiated by
read from top to bottom and bottom to
poisonous odors. When yellow fever or
top, form the Lord’s prayer complete:

|
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A Peeked Flnver.Nall Cutter and Finisher
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MeJul Plated. Patented June 18, 1878. Its compact form
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“BACK FROMTHE MOUTH OF HELL."
By one who hoe been there f

BAY STATE ORGAN
DIRECT FROM FACTORY,

“Rise and

Fall of the

Moustache.”

By the BurlingtonBaukeye humorist.

and

Samantha at a
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Heeds, with Oeleete 9 Stops, for tAO. Fully warranted.
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By Joeiah Allen'* wife.
Tha three brightest and best-sellingbook* out. Agtuto,
you ean put these books In averywhsre. Best term;
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BOTANY
HOW PLANTS.GROW. SCHOOL A

FIELD BOOK.

MANUAL

LESSONS.

LESSONS A

'

MANUAL STRUCTURAL
BT

ASA

1*1*0 F.

ORAfiT,

Of Horrard University.
•••Theonly standard,tb* moat popular,and
extensively used of BotanicalText- Books.

My

Annual Catalogueof Yegetahlo aad
Flower Seed for INTO, rich In engravlnga.from
original photograph!,will be tent FREE, to aU who apply. Cos toman of last as* son need not write for it I
offer ana of the largest collection! of vegetable mod ever
aent out by any seed bourn In America, a large portion
of which were grown on my tfx mod farm*. Printed

dintiioee for euUieatianon each paekage. All mod
warrantedto be bet\ freeh and true to name; *0 far, that
shouldIt prov* etbarwise. I wilt r*fll the erder grade.
Tb* original Introducerof the Hubbard Squash, Phlnnay’* Melon. Marblehead Cabbage*,MaxlcanCora aad
aoo res of other vegetable*, I invito the patronageof oil
whe are anxieue to hate their eeed directly from IA*
grower, freeh, true and of the eery beet etrain.

HEW VEGETABLES A SPECIALTY.
JAMES

J. H.

GREGORY. Marblehgad.Mm.

tb* moat

IW We

.hall have great pleasure in making vary favorablatorm*for the Introductionof any of the book*
of this series, and will
sample copies of

Hoar

mad

Plants Grow and The ekaal aad Field Book
—tha two books beat adapted for the ordinarySchool

aouras—to Teacher* or School O fitcar* for examination,
with a view to introduction, on receipt of half tha usual
retailprios.

Haw

Floats Grow, prim

ehool aad

•!.•©
8.#0

....................

Beak, price

Field

...............

Descriptive
circulars of the aarim will be forwarded on
application.
A valuable eld In the study of Botany will ba found tat

APOAJPt PLANT

ANALYND

MoenU.

Sample copies of which will be aaot for axamlud-jnaa
receipt of

’

IYIS0N, BLAKEMA5, TAYLOR k CO.,
138

At ltl Mtatetot., Chlonpo^

AWNINGS 1 TENTS!
feAunn Ax Chicago JDL
Alio, Dealera In Genti’ Fnrnlihlng Goodg. Fine
Suita made to order 8 specialty. Send 8 cent
stamp for our IllustratedCatalogue for
1870. Over 60 engravinn of new styTcs, with
price*. Full Instruction*Tor taking measure and
ordering by mall or express. Bny of the nmnnfacturers, and gave middlemen • profits. We
employ over 800 hands In onr factory.If yon are
In the city, call end *ee the largest houge of tbs
kind in Chicago. See address above. Ail goods
sent by express are C. O. D., with privilege of
examining‘beforepaying chargee.

RisiNisuN

r\

AGENTS WANTED FOR

TUFTT

PlCTOnXiLI*

1 HISTORY®*
WORLD
079
I960

.

It

oontalna

flue Matorfoolongravliiga
and

Bond for copy
of their Teetu

monials. AL

’SglVMormcrch-l

STOVE POLISH

wn-i..
vourdrugwlAt
for Hi or to know whatl _____
Id^rhat 1 coat*, where t o get 1. wrlto at oneo to
,

tt

1

__

1

Smoke Pogue’s"SittingBull Durham Tobacco."

Chew

Jackson’s Best Sweet Navy Tobacco.

HABIT

OPIUM

DISEASES.

ft SKIN
Thonaanda cared. LowettPricea.Donot
fail to writ*. Dr. F.E.Marah,Quincy, Mich

Y, 30,O0b WordiTand
Toni lily, one /ear, Alio.
I g. 28th SL, New York.

PASUUisHaSi
UliarJcatown,

KIDDER’S

Mata.

T^R.JURAJtJ’S- KlDNEY~C-'irKEr
If KIDNEY DISEASES. A Bare Remedy; allarea
f

unknown. Send for drcolar. Noyee Broa. A Cutler, St
PauliLord. StontbnmA Go., Cbloa*o; A. Smith. London : W. Maddes, Ripley, Ohio ; K. Gary. Des Molnee ; F.
Stearna, Detroit. The moat popularmedicine of the day.

f^EAP FARMS)
V- FREEH 0ME5
IN KANSA S

wnsoxv omorauiD or

PURE COB LIVER
OIL AHD LIKE.

|

MOV
sem

-•

tr~

aufflerlngfrom a
Cough, Cold, Aathma, Bronchftla, or any of the various
pulmonary trouble* that ao often and In Consumption;?
If ao, um “ Wilbor'e Pure Cod Liver Oil and Lime'' a
aafa and sure remedy. No qnack preparation,but
praecrilied by the medical faculty.Manufd only by
A. B. Wilbob. Chemist. Bo* ton. Hold by all druggiats.

To One aad AIL— Are you

Gilmore. Lead Coa’r, g.llns.Ktnm

etcad,"
kddrt.i
8. J.
I/* ad
drew A

*YIBBATO*V>
*KafthB.

PIANOSSf^ftS0^

becomes a termild visitation, accordingto

cholera visits a place, it

Malhuahtk'a acale for aquaree-flneat
upright* In America— 12, 0U0 In u**— Plano*
•eat on trial—OaUloaue tree. MikoklsaoHM Piano Co., Si £ iftth Street, N. Y.

THE ORIOIHAL A ONLY 8EHUIH

a people already poisoned with foul Largest
in the
Assuage our grief in love /or Christ,we pray.
Since the bright Prince of Heaven and glory died, streets and bad drainage, it finds food •f Plan, Dramaa, Oomedlea, Farcea, EthiopianDramas.
Took all our sins and haltowed the display,
for a great and grave mortality. If it
Infant fe-lng, first a man, and then was crucified.

MOUNTKD NORSK POWKHS,

Make known the Gospel troths,our Father King,
Yield np Thy grace, dear Father from aboye,
Blau os with hearts which feelinglycan sing,
“Our life Ifcoo art for ever, God of Lore "

.

rible or a

the conditionswhich it finds. If it finds

I

••Vibrator" Threshers,
WITH uraoviD

World

Assortment

Stupendous God! Thy grace and power make finds a place where everything is pure Goida to tha Stan, and, lot Amateur*. Make-apBook,
known;
and sweet, it does not stay long or work Maka up Boxaa. New Playa. SAM'L FftltNCH A BON,
In Jesus’ name let all the world rejoice,
88 Kact 14th St. Union Square,New York.
such mischief. There are some States
Catniogaea aent FREE II
Now labor In Thy heavenly kingdom own.
That blessed kingdom tor Thy saintsthe choice,
which have a Board of Health, or may
How vUe to come to Thee ie all our cry.
have one in every town, armed with a
Enemies to Thy veil and all that’sThine,

Ab4 Mmu* ThxMkdr

IICHOLS, SHEPARD A CG

BATTU CUXK,

I

KM.SOTMTS

Doctors

Graceless our wiil; we live /or vanity,
Loathing the very 6e-ing, evil in design,
0 God, Thy wiU be done from earth to heaven:
Reclining on the Gospel, let ue live,
In earth from sin deliver ed and forgiven.
Oh ! a* Thyself but teach us to forgive,
Unless ire power temptation doth destroy,
Sure ie our fall into the depth of wo.
Carnal in mind, we’ve not a glimpse of joy
Raised against Heaven; inue, hope we can flow.
0 give ns grace and lead us on Thy way;
Shine on ue with Thy love and give ue peace,
Self and this sin that rise againet us slay,
Oh! grant each day our treepaeee* may cease,
Forgive our evil deeds that oft we do.
Convince us daily ot them to our shame.
Help us with heavenly bread; forgive us, too,
Recurrent lusts, and toe’lladore T% name;
In Thy ferglveptu we ae saints can die.
Since for ue and our treepaeeeeso high,
Thy Son, our Savior, bled on Calvary.

—Baltimore Sun.
Maj. Andre.

considerable amount of power— with
the power, at least, of holding inquests HIA PAY- With Stencil Outflia. What ooata 4
on private premises, and determining BIB B^Ts/MciulflllvXahfc St ,B^n? £m.
what shall be done to remedy evils; but
A DAY to Agents eanramlng for Urn Firmside Vlaltor. Tonne aed Outfit Free. Ad*
what we redly want most is a wider
dram P. O. VICKERY, auguaU. Maine.
power of prevention,such as shall make
InreatedIn Wall St Stock* Pjakse
it incumbent upon everv builder ^3 se$10 to $1000 fortunaeerery month. Book sect
cure the approvalof such a board before
,,ss:8SS:i?Oi.«r.
he ean live in his house himself, or offer
A MONTH-AGENTS WANTED— 3G BESi

$7

it for for sale or rent.

Eccentricities of a

The

Town

|

Clock.

ISuravaMMM
FAMILY MEDICINE TEAT MAS HAISB
MILLIONS DURING SA YIABSt

Ia

•

selling articles In the world ; one sample
fret. Address Jay Bronaoo.Detroit, Mloh.
CF.NTS
fore
first. class mechanical
CkUITS a year lor
a nntxieae
monthly.

old familiar sound of the

town

is again heard. Though not
wound up nor running during the epidemic, it took some strange freaks on
more than one occasion. At the funeral of Robert McClinton, our noble,
clock

In a lecture before the ‘Workmen’s
faithful soldier-printer,the clock struck
Club and Institute Union, in London,
1, though known not to have been runthe other day, Dean Stanley spoke of
ning or striking for weeks before. , A
Maj. Andre. The memory of this
gentleman,whose family, including
yonng officer, he thought, was hardly so
himself, numbered eight, while sitting
well preserved in England as it was in
by the bedside of hia son, who was
America. The story of Maj. Andre’s
writhing in the hot grasp of yellow
striking adventuresand their tragic
fever, was startled one night by this cu-

conclusion was graphically narrated in
rious clock, which slowly and distinctly
the lecture. Every American, said the
struck T. He started from his sad revDean, who saw Maj. Andre, at the time
erie, and exclaimed, “There, one must
of his trial and up to the moment of his
die — we shall be only seven.” And one
execution,was so captivated with his
died.— Port Gibson (Miss.) Southern
courage and his chivalrous behavior Reveille.
that, if they had allowed their feelings
to overcome their sense of duty to their
Chinese Doctrine.
country’s cause, they would certainly
have granted his reauest that he might
Moy Jin Kee, a Chinaman, addressed
be executed as a soldier, if they had not a Methodist Sunday-schoolmeeting in
released him • altogether.When he Harleiq, N. Y., the other Sunday.
(the Dean) was in America it was sug- Among his remarks was a comparison
gested to him that he should bring bade of the religion of his nation and that of
a wreath of leaves from the banks of the the children before him. “We worship,”
Hudson river, which were then in all said he, “one Great Spirit and many
the extraordinary colors which they J osses ; you a preat Spirit and His Son.

GI&SatI •aRtWa*
BOMKT

U55k *

We will pay Agenta a tialary of ^|(Xl per
r mi
month and
expense!,or allow a large commlation,to sell our now
and wonderfulinrentiona.We mean wA«i< w toy. Sample free. Addjraa SHERMAN A CO., Mtrahall,Mich.

TBUTB

IS

MIGHTY

at*.

raw

ml

K.BMM.UM. n-M-k—

AN ABSOLUTS AND UNFAILING BSHEDY FOB

CONSUMPTION

root,

all other dlasaam ot
Forwarded free on receipt of

DRAIN
n

Ratoera will not Swbmlc to tho
.Donsou.wastag. of Orel* A III.Inltrlnrw.rk «*ae Of
Us eUsr maeklMS,wt»a sac* postal** IVt iitetenee.

THE
BNTIBB
Threahlng Expen ae*
I (sadaltirB
Tim*,
arnuustireii tomad. in
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llutl
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ITHE0LDE8TABE8T LINIMENT
IN

Brain, W.t or Dry, Long

or

abort, Heeded or

Busad.

AMERICA.

LAR(^RTHAH EVER.

BALES

(fa

Ik*

and

balm fob evkby wound of
MAN AND BEA8TI

EVER MADE

•rnmlfhert
hMr, kaataak m
fkn •

mm

|a

I

a£trnEafc«,tt
•Mk par
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[Mimiiim

^iddreae

AGLNTS READ THIS

,

tlltll.

MUSTANG

$350

WAfc
•ill

FwgtW)

Mod# only by

The Mexican Mustang Liniment has
been known for more than thirty-five
years as the best of all Liniments, for
Man and Beast. Its sales Unlay are
larger than ever. It cure* when all
others Dali, and penetratesskin, tendon
and muscle, to the very hone. Bold
I everywhere.

Polmo.
jttfcgRiMJEi

$77

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORCANS
byHIGHKST HONORS AT ALL
WORLD’S EXPOSITIONSFOR TWELVE YEARS,
Demonstrated beet

lODA FOUNTAINS-**4. •*», MO

aad MO.
s«a. Far cataUgea, As., addraa
* Ck a»m*a A Co* Madlaae.
k

Shipped ready hr

lo4-lH¥AMOl

WMlil Itt'l MMUI
reee!»»4lbs KlttoH Medal alike recent

Via.: At Pabis. 1887: VIENNA,1871; SANTIAGO, 1871;
Philadelphia,
M7* ; Pabis, 1878 ; and Gband Swi
Gold Medal, 1878. Only American Organa over a1
for cash or

G..R.U.

No. 14'

nmuto^^LLur^TE^ATALoa*

oK£oa!

PARIS UPOBITION.
Amertrencnmpetllor*. Tlietr
FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET
orer

all

(1M boneaj I*
down over the

WAiaairmnot

te

break

hi**. Frlrell.tV Their

KamiKfflOT

“

vtpma

The Richmond Pink Prints

saft end fteslblssad contains no

laowm

amietj.i.i.

BUT

PINK

MADE

It yon wont

HONEST GOODE remember this Ld BUY THEM

THE STANDARD. ITEW
R. E. Workman, GET
“The
authority. * #
ought

Jametu’ Column.
A Shorthorn Sull

Mr. Harm Lncas,

Manufacturerof

for th« Colony.

best
It
to
be in every Library also in every Academy
and in every School.”— //on. Chcu. Sumner.

)

DOORS, SASH,

of Filtnore, Allegan

County, laUly bought of E. 8. Smith, of

of Kalamazoo, 21,467 (American
Hurd Book, Page 12560, Vol. Scroll

Shorthorn

<

Mr. Lucas

come to the

<

conclusion

Also Planing, Matching and Eesawing.

gent farmer perceives that he cannot any
longer afford to waste his fodder crops on

natives and scallawags.That to

DICTIONARY>

the pedigree

breeding of the 5th Earl

Cor.

PLATES.

sts.
88-

and family

marks. Calved Aug.

Compact, Substantial, Economical and easily managed.
Guaranteedto work well and
give full powerclaimed. The
Engine and boiler complete,
including governor, pump,
pump.
etc. (and boxing) at the low
rice of
HorsePowor ...... $ 242.00
** ...... . 288.00

12ib,

1877; bred by E. S. Smith, Cottage Grove

Farm, Kalamazoo, Mich., sold Feb. 28tb,

Harm

Lucas, Filmore,Allegan

County, Mich.
Got by 8lh Earl of Lakeview ....... 14166

JAMES LEFFEL &

Union Duke ...............
5236

“

Prairie Rose 2d (Vol. 15) by

3d

“

Prairie Rose (Vol. 9) by Or-

THE BEST CHANCE.
'T'HE

Fine Residenceof Mr. J. Van Landegend,
on the corner of Tenth and Cedar streets, Is
for sale cheap.
4*-tr

Uird Byron

.......

........ 662

'.

5th

White Jacket (Vol. 5) by
Mannion 3d .............

1841

6th

Red Lady by Mannion

1840

7th

Rose 3d by Nero ...........3195

8th

Rose 2d by Young Count.

9th

Rose by Young Count

-

2d. ..

.

.

V V ^ A*

A

Calm

of

by

15th

.

-

.

e«t g-nre
|iur coni.

oo

lull .uoacrtpiloa.

the I'urnttttMtpmrltr,
Send for a Copy.

2419

GATES CURTIS.
Ogdenatargb H.Y.

Kalamazoo, 29467, was by

Element, 11518, out

4

power, pnc«. e
giveu iu au extra ol

8th Earl of Lakeview, 14166, the size of
the 5th Earl of

awfin

Ai

bs

2437

......

i'iSTJRBmEf

finest

show

HOLMES,

Star- A. L.

W. F. HARRIS.

district

A. L. Holmes A Co.

of the

bulls in the State of Michigan,

always took

Manufacturersof and dealers in

County or

first prize at State,

fairs. In 1875 he was shown

BOOTS & SHOES,

at

Saginaw and took
in his class, and the societies

the State fair at East
prize

first

Slippers, Etc. Etc.

diploma os best bull of any age on (be

ground. In

1876 he

the State fair

grounds at Jackson, having

to

compete with

State, be

was

is

is

Clement,

owned by Arthur Anderson,

tletli,

Custom Made Goods

by Messrs.

of Allegan, and his sire,

will

Mon-

of

Mich.

8tb. which we offer for sale cheap. However,

class. The

owned

- -

Having but recentlyformed our co-partnership,
we wish to luform our fellow-citizensof Grand
Haven and surroundingtowns that we have a fine
stock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,

ten of the best bulls in the

Earl of Lakeview

No. 74 Washington street,

Grand Haven,

was again victoriousand brought

off the first honors of bi»

Weeks,

at

shown on

again

remain onr Specialty.

Quality uf work guaranteed, and repairing

Allegan County.

2d, 5194, out of Roanette,by North Star,

('.BAND H

a

vex ,

HERE AS

good milkers,” and a

cows kept

at the Insane

large herd of

asylum

zoo, bred from the “Old

at

Kalama-

Duke”,

are said

to be very excellent at the pall.

Duke of Eckford,7920, was got by Sheldon’s Duke, 7260, out of

New

Year’s

Queen by Grand Duke of Cambridge,
4959. Sheldon’s Duke, 7200, was got by
the pure Ducke^ bull 7(h Duke of Airdrie
5522, out of Poulina by Oxford Lad 4220.
Pride of the Springs

by Duke

of Glosler

(11382).

Orpheus, 1971, was “lot by Imported
Duke of Gloster (11382) out of Imported
Songstress by Snowball (10846).

Duke of Gloster (11382) was bred by
Earl Durie. Tortworth Court? England,

"IJ

imported in 1853, by Messrs. Morris &

James O. Sheldon,
Geneva, N. Y:,got by

Bocan, the property

of

White Spring farm,

Grand Duke (10284) out of Duchess 59th

Duke of Oxford (9046), he was a
Duke or Duchess bull, and one of the
of the family ever imported to Amer-

by the 2d
pure
best

ica. He was

on

‘

'

Monday, ike Twelfth day of May,

......

igan and describedas the west eighteenthand
50-100 acres off 6f the north-easi quarter of ihe
north west quarter of ssstlon twenty-five in towna I .a ___ __ __ * _
.•

«!«(*« ^

as the “Old Duke of Airdrie.”

i

ship six, north of tange thirteen west, also a piece
of land In said conniv commencing in the center
of the Jennison road at the north west corner of

[Thus our farmers are getting another
splendid opportunityof

-

-

ander’s imported Duke of Airdrie (12730)

known

improvingtheir

Hiram Andrles’land rnnning thence loath

fifty

stock, and make money faster and easier. rods in a strip two rods wide, thence east a atrip
three rods wide and twenty rods long, thence sout n
The improvement of stock in this Colony a strip of land two rods wide and fifty rods long to
land owned hr Jan Bos, said land being on the
has been neglected too long. Self-Interest east half of the aomh-west onarter o.
of t-omun
section
ought to teach our farmers better— If they twcniy-fonr, in township six north, of range thlr
teen west, containingone acre and seventy-six
would only read
Citt rods of land according to the government survey,
be the same more or less.
News they would learo a little mere about Dated, February11, A. D. ICT.
JAN BOS, AseUjn«e<tf Mortgaoe.
ttt
it. Another thing that ought to be done
Geo. W. McBride, AU'y. for Assignee. l-13w
(and we are happy to hear iu some locali-

Thb Holland

»»

o

ties efforts are being
cieties

and unite

made)

Is, to

in one large

form

’—
,

Probate Order.

so-

Colony Agri-

cultural Society, with this city

STATE OK MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, •#.

as iu

At a aesslon of the Probate Court of the Connty
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Haven in said County, on Wednesday, the nineteenthday of March, In the year
one thonsand eight hundred and seventy-nino.
Present: Sandil L.Tjtk, Jndgeof Probate.
In the matter of the estate of Aldert Plugtrer, de-

centre, erect stalls, have fairs, create
jealousy, competition,and

os nearly as

possible,perfection, in the cultivation of

everything that is good arid profitable.
Come, who will make the
-

- -

friends l

You

have lost

*

"

time—

money enough

already by trying to do without

TO

On reading and filing the petition, duly verified
of Maria Ranters,representing that said Aldert
Plugger, lately died In said County of Ottawa Intestate, and that his estate has been folly admlnis----- ------- ------------- ------- ..... frutn further trust, bnt that the real estate belonging* to
said estate,has not been assigned to the heir at
lair, and praying that this Conn may adjudicate
and uciermiue
»uu
determinewho are mo
the heira
noire at
ai law, and en*
tIUed to said estate.Thereupon it Is ordered, that
Tne«Uy< the fifteenth day of April next,
vlUvKe III
IQv ll#lvUOOn«
lOF
at lilUtrf
nine Vo’clock,
in the
forenoon, IM5
be mfiHIk'TiCCl
assigned for
the hearing of said Petition,and that the heirs at

first call for a

meeting of urtners ? It Is high

my

]

a.SM

exterminatewoodchucks, put

mm

wuu

two

sert a

yard of fuse; fill up Ihe bottle with

damn
d.rap

aoll. tanmlnir It tl.hilv .ith

“!<l
.oil, tightly *ltb
;
drive home the cork; put the bottle into of
, ii L,.u, .u.
, ... 'how
oam
in urana
th.
the mmMti
mouth
the
with the end of the
tt

§

nf ,h. hole,
of

,

.11
i

. .tick

,

.... ...

fuse itlcklng out; Sll up the hole .„d

outlets, tramping the soil tightly; touch
niAti'h tn tho fit up and
match
to the fuse, and

ERRORS
OP YOUTH.
A GEBTLEMAN

D,iptpua..

who suffered for years from
Nervous DEBILITY. PREMATURE DECAY

a9lUi.fi/fS.le.
the effects of vonthful indiscretion,will fir
Large
sample
package
sent
free
on receipt of Ifl
the sake of suffering humanity, send tree to all
^
wanted.
who need it. the recipe and directions for making cents, to yy|os^e andj mailing.Agents
Address
loan tain, ogdensburg, N. Y.
the simple remedy by which he whs cured, bufferers wishing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
can do so by
by addressing In perfectconfidence. ’

and

York Herald.

all

JOHN

as our authority in spelling,chiefly
to bring ourselvesinto conformitywith the accepted usage, as well as to gratify the desire of
most of our staff, including such gentlemen as

OGDEN, 43 Cedar bt., New

B.

NOTICE.

York.

WHEREAS mv

1-28w

tv

Mortgage

WORCESTER'S

•

DICTIONARIES.

*

M

I

Mortgage

V

...... ’ ’ ’

,

.....

”

dred and

__

JACOB fil finis
BANKER,
HOLLAND, -

-

MCIHIGAN.

Does a general Banking, Exchange,and Collection business.Collections made on all points in
the United States and Europe. Particuiar attention paid to the collections of Banks and Hankers.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
busmen* intrusted to me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed ou time deposits, subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
sold at my office.

9-lV

JACOB VAN PUTTEN,

Mortgage Sale.
rkEFAULT

having been made In the^onditions
of an --------Indenture of mortgage,
tgat.
da ed. ac
knowledged and delivered, on tne twenty-sixth
day of March, A. D. 1877, by Jacob Van de
Koovaart,of the city of Chicago, Illinois, ’o
Henry Westvcer, ol the same place, recordedIn
the officeof the Registerof Deeds,
of V/frlBWft
Ottawa
r-, V/I
County,Michigan,In Liber No. 5 of mortgage*, ou
nago five hundred, on tho thirtiethdav of
March, A. D. 1877, and assigned by Henry Westveer. on the ninthA*Y of December, A. I). 1878. by
au instrnmeut m Writing, to Oerrit A. Koning, of
the city of Holland, Michigan, The assignment
of *aid mortgage was on the thirteenth day of
January,
1). 1879, recorded In the w.,.v.u
office w.
of fcUO
the
Register of Deeds, -of Ottawa county, Michigan. In
Liber No. 4 of mortgages,on page four hundred
and thirtyeight. Whereas, there is now dne and
ni paid at the date of this notice,one hundred ana
thirty eight dollarsfor principal and interest,also
ten dollars as ah attorney fee provided for in said
mortgage, if proceedings«am*
w taken
. to
VW Awavvil/W
foreclose
*
the ’-ame,and‘ no suit atlaw or In chancery
having
been institated to recoverthe debt, secured by
anid mortgage, or any part thereof; NMceis hereby
given,that by virtue or the power of aale contained
In said mortgage and the statute in snch case made
and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed
by a sale of the mortgaged premises, or so mnch
thereof as shall be necessaryto pay the amount
d te on said mortgage,for principal
Inal and interest,
ttid attornev’a fee and the cost and expensesof
adv -rt Is in g, foreclosureand sale, allowed oy law, at
public anctlon or vendue, to the highest bidder, on

U

fifty-nine

and fifteen cents.
($450.15) and also an attornur fee of )!5.00 as pro
vided therein,and no proceedingsat !nw or in
equity having been institated to recover the debts
secured by said two mortgages, or that of either
of them, or any part thercol ; Now therefor notice
is hereby given, that by virtue of the pow r of
sale contained in said mortgagesand each of them.
and of the satute in such case made and provided
the said two mortgages
res will be foreclosedbv a sale
at public vendue of the mortgaged premises described in said two mortgagesor so much thrnif as
may be necessaryto satisfy the amount due on
said two mortgages, togetherwith li.tercst and
costs including said attorneyfees, to-wlt: all t><at
certain piece or parcel of land known as the northwest quarter (\n of the north-east quarter (>*) of
section numbered thirty-two(32) town six (6) north
of range thirteen (13) west, lying aud being in the
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,nt the
front door of the Court House of Ottawa Countv.
in the city of Grand Haven, in said Countv of (Ottawa. ami State of Michigan,that being the place
for holding the Circuit Court for said county: on

—

A*

A.

»

atli '

at

one o’clock In the afternoon of that day.
Dated, Guano Haven. Jamurv 2. 1879. '
E. GRfeBN.
Assignee of said Mortgages.
Lowing * Cross, Attonisys for said Assignee.

BENTON

ing the place of holding the Clrcnit Court for the
said County of Ottawa and Bute of Michigan).
The premises to b« sold are described In said mortgage a* follows, to wit: All that certain piece or
parcel of land, situate In the city of Holland, in the
Connty of Ottawa, and Bute of Michigan, and
described aa follows,to-wlt: the west half of lot
numbered seventeen (17). in block numbered
Thirty-eight (38) In the city (Iste village) of Holland,
ill tho Connty of OtUwa, State of Michigan, according to the recorded map of said city.
Dated, Holland, Mich., February18, A. D. 1879.

nlna

«nrt .11

otto

Of

a

in
in nine cates out of

tee Hr. Chuck'. heu« will erore to be hi.

Wyck, Du,che« Co.,

peraona Interested in said. estate of the pendency

I

Inga copy ^
ol thla order to h? pobllshwiin the

|

!-18w

Alt'ys for Assignee of Mortgage.

MEAT MARKET
—IN THE —

WARD.

The onderstroed announces to the Public that
they have tlnlsnedthelr new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply Their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair

w^r^ou. «

W. BtTKAU,
J.

Judge of Probate.

tkvJttiieikL’.j

TUMORS,

discharges

all

cured by a simple and soothing REMEDY.
For Information, address
DR. J. FABER 4 CO., » Ann 8t.. N. Y.

fectly

l-26w

next. »t one o'clock In

......

.....

LAND WANTED.
TN

1

Ottawa or Allegan Conntlesin exchange for
estate in tho City of Holland.

real

Inquireat

51-tf

this

Office.

The

mmh

BOWLOSUnOBED!

Vj
______

Just published,a nsw edition of
DL CULVMWBLL’S CIUBSATIS IDa v
SATot^
the raJi cal /•fir#
cure f wit
w t hunt
h out nirrimedSAT
on ineruaicuJtOTTvwiiuuu1
**»».*J-l-ot
icine)«r
of Unurmalnrrhn.il
Spwmatorrhcea nr
or M'iniiml
ncminal

sh.t

!

(

i

listUsS

CONSUMPTION CURED

!
r /
......ic
undersigned, an old and retired physician, •exlravnganco. Ac.
..

..

having been permanently cured of tne ranch
dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a zlmple
remedy, is anxious to make known to his fcllow- dearly demonstrates,from a thirty years’ successsnfferarsthe means of care. To all who desire it. fn| practice, that the alarming coueeqncnceH of
he will send a copy of the prescription used, FREE self-abuse may be radicallycured withoutthr danOF CHARGE, with directions for preparingand gerous use of internal medicineor the application
knife, poimiug
pointing UU*
ont oa mime
mode ui
of vuic
cure Ol
at vmivo
once
uning the same, which will be found a sure cute for of the kntre,
aud
itoi
' effectual,
* ‘ ' bv means of' which
Consumption,Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, Her- simple,certain
every sufferer.no matter what his condition mav
vousness,dc., dkc„ <tc, Addrc-s with stamp.—

*

he.

DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllle, Out.

may

cure himself cheaply, privately and raal-

colly.

Farm

for Sale.

I will sell eighty acres of

42-tf

D.

1878.

HOWARD.

I

This Lecture shonld be In the hands of
every youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal. In a plalp envelope,to any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

NlftBM

Th
ii

FALL AND

Millinery

HEOM.

AnnBt-, WsvToik; Post Office

WINTER. 1879-

Fancy Dry Seeds,

And

a

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,4
Sundard Trimmings,Bonnela, Hati, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lacc Collars, and Silks.

A

Holland. July

14,

1878.

VAN ZOESEN.

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

The largest and

Worsted Goods.

finest variety of

Gloves and Hosiery of

all colors

and

sizes,

Satin Ribbon, something entirely new,

dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
ail those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.

The stand is one door west of G. J. HaverkateA
Son’s Hardware Store.

I

May

Assignee qf Mortgage.

Howard A McBride.

t*r.nn. i,.

t

all kinds,

or mucus, and
diseases
PILES BLOOD
of the RECTUM qulcklv
quickly and per-

GKRRIT A. KON1NG,

K“. FmST

Oooit, then toi>e holden at the proorace,
naven, in aaia county, and
cause. If any there be, why the prayer of the

of

the afternoon of
of that day. which
t
said premises are
describedin said mortgage, a*
as follows:
followa: All that
certain piece or lot of land bring and b Ing in Ottawa Connty, and Btate of Michigan, further described as ten acres qt land, commencing at the
centre of the north line of tho southwest quarter
of section twenty four, in township six north, of
range thirteen west, according to the United States
survey, running thence southerly paralell With the
section line to the highway, thence along the
north boundary of said highway to a point Dem
which a northerlyline paralell with the first (. r
section line) shall
Illinclude ten acres, thence northerlv from said point to the north boundary line of
said south west quarterof section twenty-four,
thence westerly along said line to the place of
beginning,
fisted Febrnary 11th. A. D. 1879.
JAN BUS, Assignee qf Mortgages.
Gio. W. McBride, Atty. for Assignee.

48-13W

splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain,80 acres
Monday, the nineteenth day of May, A. of this land is purtiallyimproved. Also
D. 1879, one o’clock in the afternoon of said 40 acres of unimproved land in the Townday, at the front door of the Court House in the city
of Grind Haven, OUawacounty.MIchlKan,(that be- ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
i

Twelfth day

Saturday th« 12th day of April, 1879,

,

it

ounces of rock powder in an old bottle; in<

•

Herroutnexx
Ftmah C«r"pl.

wife, Margeret. has left my bed
and board during the month or Juns, 1878
Sale.
without Just cause or provocation,therefore noMr. Bayard Taylor,Air. George W. Smalley, and 1'VEFAULT having been made Iu the conditions tice is hereby given to all concerned,that I will
IJ of two certain mortgages,the one bearing not be responsible for the payment of any debts
Mr. John R. C. tiassard.’’—Aair York Tribune.
date the eleventh (11) day of January, 1869, made contracted by her from thl« date.
and executed by William H. Linacre and Susan
EDWIN R. MARKLE.
Llnacre, his wile, of Georgetown,Ottawa County,
Holland, Ottawa Co., Mich., March 1st, 1879.
The Complete Series of
Michigan, to George W. Denamore of same place,
and recorded in the office of tho Register of Deeds
of Ottawa County,Michigan,on tho thirteenth day
Sale.
ol January, 1869, ut 2 o’clock p. m. in Liber R, of
TX7HEREA8, default has been made in the paymortgages,’
on page
830, which
said mortgage was
--------—--—s
..
*
v
ment of tho money seenred hy a murtvage
duly assigned by the said George W. Densmore ou
dated the 13th day of May, A. D. 1871. executed by
the 17th day of January,
1869, -to
Benton E. Green,
Gre
------ - ---------------QUARTO DICTIONARY.. ProfuselyIllustrated. and which said assignment
Boelof
A. Schouten and Gijsbertje Schonten. his
was recorded in the
Library sheep. $10.00.
office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa Connty, wife, of the township of Zeeland, Ottawa county,
UNIVERSAL AND CRITICAL DICTIONARY. Michigan,in Liber No. 13 of mortgageson page Michigan, to Huibert Keppel, ot Zeeland, afore8vo. Library sheep. $4.25
23,
on the 31st day of
... ____
.
* Decernber,
1&8. at .11& said. which said mortgage was recorded In the
office of the Registerof Deeds of the Connty of
ACADEMIC DICTIONARY. Illustrated. Crown o’clock, a. m., upon which mortgage ttere is Ottawa and State of Michigan, in Liber X of mortclaimed to be due and unpaid at the date here8vo. Half roan. $1.85.
of for principalnnd Interesttho sum of five gages, on page 95, on the nineteenth day of August,
COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY. Illustrated. hundred aud twenty-fivedollars and eighteen A. D. 1871, at 1 o'clock p. m., and whereas, the
l2mo. Half roan. $1.75.
cents, and also an attorney fee of twenty-five
-SCHOOL (Elementary) DICTIONARY.Illus- (25) dollars as thereinprovided. The other *-aid
trated.12mo. Half roan. $1.00.
Ih
.
morigagebearing date tne
tenth day of December,
aud recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds
PRIMARY DICTIONARY. Illustrated. 16mo. 1870. made aud executed by William H. Linacrcand of said County of Ottawa, on the twenty-third of
Susan Linacre. his wife, of Georgetown, Ottawa
Half roan. 6) cents.
February. A. D. 1878, at 8 o’clock In the forenoon
County, Michigan, to Guy B. WallIden,
___ _, of the
_____
tl
townPOCKET DICTIONARY.Illnstatod.24mo. Cloth, ship
— r of
... Cascade.
-------- --------- j , Michigan,
Michiga and re- of said day. in Liber Nc. 4 of mortgageson page
Kent County,
O'l cts. ; roan, flexible,85 cts.; roan, tucks,
corded In the offlc# of the Register of Deeds of Ot- 366. and the same is now owned by him, and
gilt edges, $1.00.
w hereas the amount now claimed to be dne on
tawa County.Michigan, on the 14th day of DecemMany special aids to students, in addition to a ber. 187«).at 8*tf o'clock p. m., In Liber V of mort- said mortgageat the date of thil notice,is the sum
very full prononneing and defining vocabulary, gages, ou page 81, wdich said moitgage was duly of one bundled and sixty five dollars and seventy
eight cents ($165.78). principal and interest, and the
by
‘ '
make Worcester's in the opinion of our most dis- assigned
____
jy the i
said Guy 8. Wa.den on the *ixtinguished educators, the mou complete,ns well teenth day of Angnst, 1871, to Milton F. Marsh, further sum of twenty-five dollars as an attorney
fee. stipulated for in said mortgage,and which is
as by far the cheapest Dictionariesof our language. which said assignment was recorded In the office
tho whale amount claimed to he due and unpaid
of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County, Michon said mortgage,and nosnlt orproceedinghaving
*#* For sale by all Booksellers,or will be sent, igan. In Liber R of mortgages,on page 313, on the
been instituted at law to recover the debt now re26th day of August,1871. and which said mortgage
carriage Irce, on receipt of the pilcc by
was afterwards assigned by the said Milton F. maining secured by said mortgage, or any par t thereof, wheteby the power of sale containedin said
J. B. LIPPINCOTT& 00.,
Marsh on the 12th day of May, 1873, to Benton E.
mortgagehas become operative. Note there fore, noPublishers, Booksellers, Sc Stationers. Green, which said last assignmentwas recorded In tice is hereto, given, t hat by virt ne of t he power of sale
the officeof the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
and In pursuanceof the statute in snch case made
715 and 717 Market St., Philadelpaia.
County, Michigan,in Liber R of mortgages, on aud provided the said mortgage will be foreclosed
page 530, on the 14th day of May, 1873, at 8 o'clock, by a sale of the premises,the
49-3m
ereln described, at
a. m., upon which last said mortgage there ts
uhlic auction, to the highest bidder, at the front
claimed to be due and unpaid at the date hereof ioor of the Coart Hoose. in the city
Ity of Grand Hafor principal and interest,the sum of four hunven, in said County of Ottaw a, on Monday, the

next, at one o’clockin the afternoon of that day;
ch ...j ---- -----which said premises arc describedin said mortgage aa follows: All that certain piece or parcel of
land situated in Ottawa County and State of Mich

the sire of R. A. Alex-

also

®r~£VM3.
Cpstivenett,

WORCESTER

default has been made in the pay
----- ----- — j
---„ mortgage,
dated the 13th day of May, A. D. 1871, executedHy
Roelof A. Schouteuand GijsbertjeSchouten, his
wife, of the township of Zeeland, Ottawa county,
Michigan,to Huibert Keppel,of Zeeland,aforesaid, which said mortgage was recorded in the
office of the Register of Deeds of the County of
Ottawa and State of Michigan In Liber X of mortgages, on page 93. on the 19th day of August, A. D
1871, atone o’clock,p. m., and wherea-*,the said
morigagehas been duly assigned by the said Huibert Keppel to Jan Bos, by assignment,bearing
date the 18th day of February, A. D. 1878. and re
corded in the office of the Register of Deeds of the
said county of Ottawa,on the twenty-third day of
February, A. D. 1878, at 8 o'clock iu the forenoon
of said dav, in Liber No. 4, of mortgages, on page
368, and the same Is now owned by him; and
whereas the amount now claimed to be due on
said mortgage at the date of this notice Is the sum
of one hundred and sixty five dollarsand seventyeight cents, principal and interest,and the further
sum of twenty-fire dollarsas an attorney fee. stipulated for in said mortgage, and which is the
whole amount claimedto ne due and unpaid on
said mortgage, and no salt or proceeding having
been institutedat law to recover the debt now re
maining aecared by said rairtgage,or any pin
thereof,whereby the power of sale contained in
said mortgage has become operative; How therefore notice i$ hereby given, that by virtue of the
power of aale and in pursuance of the statute in
such ca»e made and provided, the said mortgage
will be foreclosed by a sale of the premises therein described,at public auction, to the highest bid
der, at the from door of the Conn Hon-e, in the
city of Grand Haven. In said connty of Ottawa,

that “the old Duke’s heifers were invariably

4w

ARE LOW.

(PRICES

now regarded as the STAN DAKD A UTHORIT Y,
and is so recommendedby Biyaut,Longfellow,
Whittier,Sumner, Holmes, Irving, Winthrop,
Agassiz. .Marsh, Henry, Everett, Mann, Stephens,
A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can
Quincy, Felton, Hilliard.Meinminger,and' the
:hi mabe relied upon.
jority of our most distinguished scholars,and is,
besides, recognizedas authority by the Departments of our National Govern rac it. It Is also
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
adopted by many of the Boards of Public instrucHolland, Aug. 17, 1878.
tion.

BANKING.

Mortgage Sale.

of Kalamazoo, said

Stuart,

no

:

A. L. HOLMES & CO.
Mich., March 1st, 1879. 45-tf

1941; he was a superior stock getter, and

E

for yourself,

:

done on abort nolice.

Union Duke, 5236, was got by Sirloin

Hon. Chas.

,f-

next,
one o'clock in the afternoon, be assigned for the
hearing of said Petition,and that the heirs at law
of the said deceased, and all other persons Interested in said estate,are required to appear at a session of said Con rt, then to beholden at the Probate Office, in Grand Haven, In said County, and
show cause if any there be, why the prayer of the
petitionershouldrot be granted: And it is further ordered, that said petitionergive notice to the
persons into ested in said estate, qf the pendency
of said petition aud the hearing thereof, by esasingacopyof this order to be published In the
‘Holland CittNews. ’ a newspaperprinted and
ctrculiited In raid County of Ottawa, for three successiveweeks previous to said day of hearing.
A trne copy, (Attest)SAMUEL L TATE,
°
Judge of Probate.

-

light 5th 22-59.

The 8th Earl of Lakeview was one

see

trouble to show goods.

“After our recent strike we made the change to

L

White Jacket 2d (Vol. 5) by

4th

Come and

is

authority.’’—

pheus ....................1971

Etc., Etc,

combination with tyood sense and Judgment.
WORCESTER’S is the sobererand safer book,
and mty he pronouncedthe beet existing English Lexicon.— London Athenceum.
“The best English writers and the most particular American writers use WOltCRSTEU as their

CO.,
Springfield,Ohio.

49-ly

...........7920

of Eckford

•

Flour &, Feed.

•The volumes before us show a vast amount of
diligence; but with Wt’Msr It Is diligence in com....... 313.50
binailou with fanclfulneas.With- Wormier, iu

“

Prairie Rose 3d (Vol. 15) by

2d

Crockery,

SHEEP, MABBLED

$20.00
“WORCESTER”

BIOTALIEBEfflE,

29.467.

L1BMY
EDOES.

Ir

Kalamazoo,

of

Groceries,

WITH FOOE FDLL-PAOE ILLUMINATED

River & Tenth

ent: HamuilLTath, Judge of Probate.In
tho matter of the estate of Kobbertus M. de
brnyn, deceased.
On fesding and filing the petition duly verified,
of Abraham M. Ranters, administrator, with will

at

FOLLY ILLOSTEATED AP ONABRIMED.

Kaptd# prices.

.

Thursday, the tenth day of April

Hats & Caps,

with tne correct Pronunciation,

pounds.

tbrilty bullocks of 1200 to 1500

The following is

Anr one of the above artlcleemade to order to
Ml or meaaure on ehort notice and at Orand
any size
_

,

uT,iSni.*3^:s;;dr:rdptnf'„lth!Lri'1^

Dry Goods,

100,000 vordi in Its vocabulary,

Connty of Ottawa,*!.

At a session ol the Probote Court of tho Comity
of Ottawa, ho den at the Probate Office, In the
Oily of Grand Haven, In said connty, on Tueeday. the eleventh day of March, in• tin
--- year one
thousund eight hundred ami seventy-nine. Pres-

may he appointedfor examining and allowing his
final account, and that he may be discharged from
further trust. Thmeupon it is ordered, that

have Just received a large now stock of

Definition,and Etymology.

grow to 700 or 800
pounds in two years is folly, when he
might as well have with the same amount
of care, food, and shelter, good young and

Duke

River Street,
We

''containingconsiderablymore than a

raise

steers that will only

dam

>

A large, handsome volume of 1854 pages,

that the time has come when every intelli-

1879, to

FTS

is one of our enterprising

farmers and has

lied, white

WORCESTE

Burned ont by the late Fire we re-openedIn
ourmw etoro Just completedat our old stand on

l

done to order.

!7.)

1st

•

Sawing of all kinds

Probate Order.
STATE OF MIOniGAN,

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

“The best existing English Le&icon.” G.
—London Athenaum.

Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc,

Kalamazoo, Mich., the shorthorn - bull 0th
Earl

FIRM!!

L.

&

S.

double
etc.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOEXASTIJ, &CTCH

